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ABSTRACT 

With the continuous development of computer networking, a flexible network architecture 

will likely have to adapt to the recent growth of Internet-based systems, such as Cloud-based 

systems, the Internet of Things (IoT), and the Fifth-Generation (5G) cellular networks. Software-

Defined Networking (SDN) is a new paradigm that simplifies the organization of data 

communications, facilitates the evolution of computer networking, and paves the way to absorb 

the potential requirements of future network changes. SDN aims to decouple the control function 

from the end network devices (i.e., routers) and provide an external centralized entity for all the 

network’s control activities. However, currently the SDN’s control capabilities are limited to the 

performance of a single controller. Our research aims to provide potential solutions addressing 

SDN’s control limitations. To improve network performance, we introduce several models to 

address the interaction between the SDN controller and the network switches. The core 

contribution of this research includes the introduction of assistant switches, edge controllers, and 

self-routing traffic flows. The goal of the introduced models is to alleviate the controller’s burden 

and improve its processing efficiency. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

techniques, we implement a simulated SDN-based network using Mininet and the NOX network 

software platform with one controller connected to 10-32 switches that carry and route traffic flows 

among multiple end-hosts. The results of the simulation studies show a significant improvement 

in performance, including more than a 30% decrease in the amount of data transmitted by the SDN 

controller, up to 45% decrease in bandwidth usage, and up to 29% decrease in controller response 

time. The proposed methods can be extended to explore and develop more methods of 

collaboration to address some of the major issues associated with the centralized controlling 

architecture.  
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CHAPTER 1   

 INTRODUCTION 

Despite the recent growth in computer networking best practices, the continual 

improvement in Internet-based services has presented new challenges in maintaining the 

performance and growth of networks. Recent studies have shown that some Internet-based service 

providers rely on the continuous transmission of huge amounts of data; for instance, cloud 

computing and the Internet of things (IoT) require high network capabilities [1]-[3]. 

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a form of computer network that simplifies the 

organization of data communications and provides an adaptive architecture that facilitates the 

transmission of large amounts of data [4]. Despite the simplicity and adaptivity of SDN, the size 

of data communication continues to grow rapidly and has no limits [5]; hence, using SDN requires 

continually considering network efficiency. One of the main advantages of SDN is the flexibility 

that enables experts to experiment with innovations in computer networks, thereby helping to 

establish a foundation for absorbing the potential growth of Internet-based services. The 

centralized form of SDN allows efficient utilization of all network resources, which is the main 

focus of this dissertation. 

This study investigated the current state of SDN research in order to provide possible 

solutions to SDN’s control limitations. Network challenges are always present and often growing, 

depending on the growth of the related areas. To address these challenges, we propose several 

models for improving the interaction between an SDN controller and network devices. The 

contribution of this research involves introducing assistant switches, edge controllers, and self-

routing traffic flows for alleviating the controller’s burden and improving its processing efficiency. 

For experimental analysis and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, we 
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implemented a simulated SDN-based network with one controller connected to 32 switches that 

carry and route traffic flows among multiple end-hosts. The results of the experiments revealed 

significant improvement in performance, including a more than 30% decrease in controller effort, 

a 45% decrease in bandwidth usage, and up to a 29% decrease in controller response time. 

1.1 Research Statement  

The increasing complexity of Internet technologies and the challenges in effective data 

communication have created the need for a flexible network platform that can continually adapt to 

new growth in computer networking. Most previous research on SDN performance has focused on 

directly improving the network controllers [6]-[8]. However, the centralized nature of SDN 

architecture enables indirectly improving the performance of the network controllers by focusing 

on other network components, such as communication links, accessible switches and other 

network components.  

This dissertation examines the current architecture of SDN and models the interactions 

between an SDN controller and network infrastructure. The theoretical outcome is a set of novel 

methods for improving the overall controlling capabilities of SDN. Subsequently, we summarize 

the theoretical contributions of this dissertation. 

1.2 Computer Networking  

A computer network is a set of interconnected devices that use data links for 

communication, data exchange, and resource sharing. These data links connect devices with each 

other and enable data transmission between them. They are built in the form of physical wire lines 

or wireless channels that are governed by different network protocols to define the communication 

formats [9]. 
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The typical architecture of a computer network consists of two main components: network 

devices and end systems, as shown in Fig. 1.1. End systems are types of hardware devices that 

behave as the source (sender) or destination (receiver) of transmitted messages. The most common 

end systems used to establish network connections include desktop computers, laptops, mobile 

phones, and printers. Network devices constitute the core of a network, in which they are 

responsible for carrying and transmitting messages between several end systems. The most 

common network devices used to organize network communication include routers, switches, 

firewalls, hubs, and modems [10]. 

 

Figure 1.1. Example of a computer network. 
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In data communication based on the defined protocol, a transmitted message is divided into 

a set of small packets before it is sent through the link. Each set of packets composes a data flow 

that travels to its destination, and the combination of each data flow produces the original message 

content provided by the sender. The structure of these packets is determined according to the 

format of the protocol applied in the communication links [10]-[11]. 

These data flows are typically forwarded through a set of network devices, such as 

routers, until they reach the intended receiver. For each data flow, the network devices are 

responsible for determining a routing path in which the data flow is forwarded through until all 

flows' data reach their final destination [12]. 

Routing and forwarding of packets rely on three main parameters: the medium access 

control (MAC) addresses, IP addresses, and port numbers, as shown in Fig. 1.2. 

A MAC address is a unique identification (e.g., 01-E0-2F-00-1F-01) assigned by 

manufacturers to each hardware device. Such an address is used to connect a network device or 

end system to any computer network [13]. 

An Internet protocol (IP) address is a numerical identification (e.g., 192.168.0.1) assigned 

by networks to each connected device. IP communication is a standardized format applied to 

computer networks in order to enable identifying each connected device [14]. 

Port numbers are small numerical identifications (i.e., ranging 0–65535) used to determine 

which link or application should transmit arriving packets [15 ]. 
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Figure 1.2. Example of IP communications. 
Routers are one of the core network devices responsible for processing data flows and 

determining a routing path for each flow. Inside each router, two main layers combine to forward 

data traffic: the control plane and forwarding plane as shown in Fig. 1.3. The control plane is 

responsible for processing upcoming traffic and determining which route should be used to 

forward the traffic flows. The forwarding plane, also called the data plane, is responsible for 

carrying arriving packets from input ports and passing them to the desired output ports based on 

the traffic route determined by the control plane [16]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Network router structure. 
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1.3 Issues in Computer Networking 

Flexible network architecture will likely have to adapt to the recent growth of network-

based systems, such as cloud-based systems, the IoT, and 5G networks.  

Computer networking is considered the infrastructure responsible for transferring data 

obtained using different network-based applications. Recently, there has been an exponential 

increase in network-based devices connected to the Internet, and the world is expected to have 50 

billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020 [17], when there will be major challenges in 

effectively improving the infrastructure that enables such growth. 

Internet-based systems generate a huge amount of data from different types of resources, 

including smart cities, manufacturing industries, health institutions, and governments. These 

examples require different types of networks in which the performance of communications should 

able to handle billions of devices communicating with each other [18]. 

Additionally, such growth requires advanced techniques for connecting to the Internet. The 

scalability of such networks must be able to process a large amount of data produced by various 

systems and devices. Thus, scalability, capacity, and performance make achieving high-quality 

communication more challenging than using traditional networking systems. However, these 

improvements are limited by the rigidity of traditional networking, in which the policies and 

configurations restrict the continued growth of Internet services. Traditional network protocols and 

types of equipment are not designed to maintain a high level of performance and scalability. Thus, 

traditional networking architecture cannot meet these new requirements [19]-[20].  

1.4 Software-Defined Networking (SDN) 

Here, we discuss how SDN can work as a viable approach to addressing the aforementioned 

challenges. SDN is a promising paradigm that simplifies the organization of data communications, 
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facilitates the evolution of computer networking, and paves the way toward absorbing the potential 

requirements of future network changes. SDN is intended to decouple the control function from 

the end network devices (i.e., routers and switches) and provide an external centralized entity that 

is responsible for controlling all network activities [21]-[23].  

The OpenFlow protocol was the first SDN protocol, introduced in 2008 [24]. It was 

designed to enable network experts to efficiently run their experiments in real computer networks 

by introducing a programmable networking framework in order to mitigate the challenges of 

running experiments in campus networks. However, the main purpose of OpenFlow is simply to 

support network researchers, and its effectiveness has yielded significant improvement in many 

other networking areas, thereby increasing the applications of SDN design [25]. 

1.5 Issues in SDN  

In fact, the control capabilities of SDN are limited to the performance of a single controller; 

therefore, many researchers have considered this limitation and proposed various solutions for 

increasing controller capabilities [26]-[28]. As shown in Fig. 1.4, some of these researchers have 

proposed a logically centralized SDN controller, which is composed of multiple distributed 

controllers serving as a logically centralized controller. Other studies have demonstrated 

significant improvement in the performance of a centralized SDN controller by focusing on the 

controller's components and applying parallel processing techniques [29]. Overall, these 

approaches have shown significant improvement in improving the centralized design of SDN-

based networks. However, these approaches have not fully utilized the centrality feature of SDN 

where the controller is able to fully handle and utilize all network resources. 
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Figure 1.4. SDN multi-controller network. 
1.6 Research Question 

In this research, we examine how utilizing controller centrality can enable relying on other 

network components to improve the performance of the controller. This research focuses on 

improving controller performance in terms of service time, scalability, load, and effort. It mainly 

focuses on using network infrastructure components from three aspects. First, we propose a novel 

method that relies on some accessible network devices to supplement some of a controller’s tasks. 

Second, we propose another new method that divides a network infrastructure into several edges 

that can locally apply some of the controller’s tasks, whereas the main controller is involved in 

some situations that will be illustrated later. Finally, we propose another novel method that relies 

on the communication links to carry out some of the controller’s tasks.  
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1.7 Significance of this Research  

SDN entails dividing a network architecture into two layers: remote controller and 

infrastructure, for which each layer has distinct functionalities. In this work, we demonstrate the 

significance of enabling collaboration between the controlling layer and infrastructure layer and 

how such collaboration can lead to significantly improving the overall network performance. 

Based on this research, we hope that the outcomes of our approach can contribute toward more 

collaboration between all SDN layers, which we deem possible due to the programmability and 

centrality of SDN.  

1.8 Contributions and Publications 

This dissertation presents new methods and experimental techniques for modeling the 

interactions between an SDN controller and network infrastructure. As a result of this study, we 

have published the following related articles to address the aforementioned challenges: 

1. Abu Asaduzzaman, Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Kishore K Chidella “Shared Entry 

Logger to Eliminate Duplicate Requests to SDN Controller,” in IEEE the 9th Annual 

Computing and Communication Workshop and Conference.  

2. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Distribution Model for OpenFlow-

based Networks,” in IEEE Annual Ubiquitous Computing, Electronics & Mobile 

Communication Conference.  

3. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Introducing Edge Controlling to 

Software Defined Networking to Reduce Processing Time,” in IEEE the 9th Annual 

Computing and Communication Workshop and Conference.  
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4. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Dedicated Backup Units to 

Alleviate Overload on SDN Controllers,” in IEEE the 9th Annual Computing and 

Communication Workshop and Conference.  

5. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Incorporating Monitoring Points in 

SDN to Ensure Trusted Links Against Misbehaving Traffic Flows,” in IEEE International 

Conference on Mobile and Secure Services.  

6. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman “A Novel Moving Target Defense 

Technique to Secure Communication Links in Software-Defined Networks,” in IEEE 

International Conference on Mobile and Secure Services.  

7. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “A Self-Routing Technique for 

Software-Defined Networks,” in the IEEE SoutheastCon 2019.  

8. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed, Abu Asaduzzaman and Kishore K Chidella, "Links Re-

Naming Technique to Efficiently Increase Similarity Among SDN Entries," in IEEE 8th 

International Conference on Informatics, Electronics & Vision, 2019.  

9. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “A Tiling Approach for Multiple 

Parallel Routing in Software-Defined Networks,” in IEEE The Long Island Systems, 

Applications and Technology, 2019.  

10. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Introducing Collaborative Network 

Devices in Software-Defined Networks to Improve the Control Plane,” (Submitted).  

11. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “Advancing Edge Computing to 

Software-Defined Networks for Improved Performance,” (Submitted) 

12. Abdulrahman Almohaimeed and Abu Asaduzzaman, “A Trusted Self-Routing Approach 

to Improve the Performance of Software-Defined Networks,” (Submitted). 
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1.9 Dissertation Organization  

Many challenges related to SDN are addressed in this dissertation, in which we propose 

several networking models that optimize the interaction between an SDN controller and network 

infrastructure. The following list outlines the important contributions of this research and provides 

a brief summary of each chapter in this dissertation. 

§ Chapter 2 proposes a novel collaborative concept of network devices for improving the 

performance of the control plane in software-defined networks. In this work, we 

address some of the SDN architectural drawbacks that can affect network performance. 

We then introduce a complementing technique, called SDN assistant switches, to 

improve the scalability and capacity of the control plane. The main objectives of this 

work are to reduce a significant amount of load and effort on the main controller and 

improve the capacity and scalability of the control plane. 

§ In Chapter 3, we propose a novel approach toward developing an edge SDN controlling 

paradigm in order to overcome network performance limitations by leveraging edge 

computing capabilities. The main objectives of this technique are to place computing 

and storage services in the proximity of network devices, thereby helping the network 

handle a greater network load and maintain lower latency compared with traditional 

SDN. In this work, we also propose a dedicated backup unit (DBU) to increase the 

processing capabilities. A DBUs is used to separate the load of intensive operations 

into dedicated units to reduce the processing overload from an SDN controller, thus 

improving the processing capabilities of SDN and reducing the burden on the main 

controller. Furthermore, subdividing network edges enables enhancing a parallel 
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routing technique in order to improve the routing process of the network by balancing 

the routing load. 

§ In Chapter 4, we propose a new concept toward developing a trusted self-routing 

approach for SDN-based networks to reduce the number of interactions of the SDN 

controller in network operations. The main idea behind this technique is to address the 

controller’s limitations by utilizing the transmitted traffic flows in order to reduce 

controller interactions. Thus, additional proposed technique is necessary to monitor the 

communication links to confirm that the behavior of the traffic flows matches the 

instructions provided by the SDN controller, which can help increase the trust between 

the SDN controller and self-routing infrastructure. To protect the communication links, 

we propose a security model that applies a moving target defense (MTD) technique to 

protect communication links from sensitive data leakages. The security feature is 

intended to increase the privacy of flows transmitted in communication links and limit 

the exposure of end system identities. 

§ In Chapter 5, we conclude the contributions of this dissertation and discuss 

recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 COLLABORATIVE NETWORK DEVICES IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS 

TO IMPROVE THE CONTROL PLANE 

Abstract—Software-defined networking (SDN) is a recent promising centralized 

architecture that improves network controlling and enables programmable network infrastructure 

to accommodate the continuous developments in computer networking. Although the centralized 

nature of SDN has great potential to improve network performance and provides a dynamic 

controlling scheme, it is vulnerable to a single-point of failure. It brings new challenges and issues 

related to network performance when it encounters a substantial increase in data traffic, requiring 

new adaptations. On the other hand, previous studies show that task distribution is a promising 

approach to addressing centralization issues. In this paper, we introduce SDN assistant switches to 

complement the control plane in SDNs. This technique aims to reduce the load and effort on the 

controller by moving some of the semi-tasks from the controller to its assistant switches. In this 

model, we utilize any accessible and available network device to assist the controller in 

complementing the main controlling functions (without adding extra resources) to save time and 

ensure better performance. To demonstrate the impact of the proposed model, we design and 

implement a simulated network and evaluate the effectiveness of enhancing the assistance feature 

on the performance of the SDN controller. Experimental results show that the controller 

involvements is reduced by 76%, the entry transmission delay is decreased by 29%, and the total 

service time of the controller is improved by approximately up to 33%. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The primary task of data communication networks is to exchange and transfer messages 

among different end-hosts over computer networks. These networks contain different network 

devices, such as routers and switches, which carry and transfer messages across multiple links to 

reach their destinations. The overall process of transferring messages, such as packets, from one 

end-host to another is managed using two core functions: routing and switching. The routing 

function is the control plane that determines a routing path for incoming packets to reach their 

destinations, typically sending the packets through a set of network devices and physical links. 

The forwarding function is the forwarding plane that carries and transmits traffic packets across 

several routers and switches based on the defined route. Traditionally, computer networks usually 

require the control plane to be contained inside every single router and directly connected to the 

forwarding plane [30]. 

In this regard, software-defined networking (SDN) is a well-known approach to computer 

networks that improves routing and switching functionalities by moving out and centralizing the 

control plane while devoting network devices to the forwarding function. It simplifies the process 

by dedicating a remote, single controller for monitoring and controlling all network devices [31]-

[33]. 

SDN is considered a highly promising approach that encourages innovations in future 

network design, offering a programmable infrastructure that allows for different ways of dealing 

with network components and motivating new approaches to network control and management. 

The centrality of the SDN controller is its most distinctive features, enabling all network operations 

to be controlled from a single entity with full visibility of all network elements [34]. 
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A typical SDN architecture contains three major parts, communicating with one another to 

manage the network traffic flow [35]. 

§ The SDN controller is the main decision-making and intelligent part, which is 

responsible for monitoring and regulating all network traffic, such as sending 

instructions to SDN-enabled switches. 

§ SDN-enabled switches transmit incoming flows of packets to the desired output ports 

according to the forwarding instructions received from the SDN controller. 

§ The communication channel uses a standardized protocol, such as the OpenFlow 

protocol, to provide data access between the SDN controller and all connected SDN 

switches. 

This complete management and regulation of all network parts is a revolutionary approach 

that provides organization of network traffic [36]. 

However, despite the several advantages of this control approach, there are some critical 

disadvantages as well. The SDN control logic is subject to a single point of failure—when too 

many requests are sent from a group of network devices to a single controller, causing a substantial 

increase in arriving traffic. Therefore, the controller may fail due to the huge responsibilities 

assigned to it [37]. The entire network’s performance relies on the ability of a single controller, 

and this may lead to a high load on controller resources due to the centralized design. A single 

controller computing and processing all routing requests for the entire incoming network traffic 

may cause overloading and network failure [38]. Therefore, it is important to control high network 

traffic by considering the potential issues of connecting too many different devices. It is also 

necessary to consider all other possible issues and solutions associated with connecting multiple 

devices to a single controller. 
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One of the main advantages of the centralization concept is that the controller is able to 

handle a set of distributed switches as if they were a single system [39], which makes it very 

convenient for regulating network traffic. The SDN centralization approach can be utilized to 

decrease controller effort by decreasing the amount of transmitted data between the controller and 

the network devices. 

A key issue is that, for each incoming traffic flow, the controller computes a routing path 

that transfers packets across multiple connected switches. The SDN controller is responsible for 

the distribution of the forwarding instructions, called entries, to all switches engaged in each route, 

which requires the controller to accomplish high-speed entry transmissions [40]. 

On the other hand, task distribution is a reliable balancing approach, particularly effective 

for overloaded operations involving non-uniform tasks. For example, an SDN controller is 

traditionally responsible for distributing routing entries to each switch involved in the specified 

routing path for an incoming packet flow [41]. However, other elements of the network are easily 

accessible and have less load, such as the network switches. These accessible switches can assist 

the controller by taking over the distribution of processed entries. Hence, the entry distribution 

tasks could be achieved with less load on the SDN controller. Another key issue of this work is 

duplicate requests coming from network devices. Some requests sent from switches to the SDN 

controller require common action entries that the controller has already processed. For example, 

for incoming traffic flow, if a controller responds with a drop action or “fwd(port 2)” to a switch, 

then it may similarly respond with the same instruction to another switch receiving the same traffic 

flow from the same sender. Hence, it may be possible to respond to duplicate requests without the 

interaction of the controller. Duplicate requests are recognized as such if they contain at least one 
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matching entry that has already been processed by the controller, which may cause the controller 

to process and provide a duplicate entry that is similar to a previously processed entry. 

The main SDN controlling functions can be broken into two parts. The first part of a 

controlling function contains the main controlling feature requiring intelligent controlling 

applications, such as route computing, while the second part contains additional steps that belong 

to some of the main controlling functions and can be accomplished without intelligent applications, 

such as delivery and entry distribution tasks, which we call them semi-tasks. 

This research is an extension of the authors’ previous work, which proposed a shared entry 

logger [42] and a distribution model [43] for OpenFlow-based networks. The aim was to improve 

the performance of the SDN controller by applying different techniques to decrease the controller 

effort and increase its scalability.  

In this paper, we introduce SDN assistant switches, a new technique that complements the 

SDN controller by taking over some of the semi-tasks to assist the main controlling tasks and 

achieve higher performance. SDN assistant switches are not considered additional controllers 

because they do not contain the main intelligent features of the control plane. We intend to use 

accessible switches to run some simple functions that belong to some of the main controlling 

functions performed inside the SDN controller. 

To support the main idea of the proposed model, we introduce a distribution technique that 

complements the SDN controller by transferring the entry distribution task from the controller to 

one or more accessible switches, called SDN assistant switches. This can be achieved by utilizing 

existing accessible switches and modifying the current communication OpenFlow protocol 

between the SDN controller and the SDN switches that are selected as assistant switches. This will 

help decrease the overall burden on the controller. 
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The proposed approach will make the assistant switch aware of all communications passed 

between the controller and some or all of the connected switches, which enables us to incorporate 

another complementary feature: entry logging. In turn, we will use the logging feature to introduce 

another significant technique in which the SDN assistant switches are also used as lookup 

checkpoints to reduce controller effort by decreasing a significant amount of communication 

between the network switches and the controller. 

In summary, the contribution of this paper is the following. 

§ We introduce a controlling assistance technique for OpenFlow networks that moves the 

semi-tasks from the controller into one or more of its assistant switches. 

§ We design a distribution technique for OpenFlow networks that moves the data 

distribution task from the controller into one or more of its associated switches. 

§ We design an entry logging technique between the controller and network devices to 

decrease the amount of communication volume between the switches and the 

controller. 

§ We design a preliminary lookup technique, regarding newly arriving data traffic, for 

duplicate requests sent to the controller. 

§ To test and evaluate the proposed model, we develop a new, OpenFlow-based network 

that integrates the proposed features. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of 

SDN architecture and discusses previous work related to the proposed model. Section 3 provides 

an analysis of typical software-defined networks. Section 4 introduces the new model proposed in 

the current research. Section 5 describes the steps for implementing our proposed model, and 
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Section 6 provides an experimental analysis and illustrates an evaluation of the model. Section 7 

will also include concluding observations. 

2.2 Literature Survey  

In this section, we discuss related work and give a brief overview of the main SDN structure 

components, explaining how to adapt them to the new proposed features.  

A.    Software-Defined Networking (SDN) 

SDN architecture is a new networking design that is more adaptable to and flexible for 

network changes and innovations [44]. SDN has been described by the Open Networking 

Foundation as an emerging new network design that decouples the forwarding plane and control 

plane while enabling the control plane to become programmable [45]. This definition identifies 

two distinctive features that the SDN approach introduces: the physical separation of the network 

control plane from the forwarding plane and an empowered, centralized, programmable control 

plane to control the entire behavior of network traffic. This is an essential benefit that makes 

monitoring the network easier and managing the network intelligent and more flexible, which, 

therefore, improves the performance of network activities [46]. Fig. 2.1. illustrates three separate 

SDN architecture layers [46]: the forwarding layer, the control layer, and the application layer. 

1. The lowest layer is the infrastructure layer (also called the data layer), which represents 

the network forwarding plane, such as the network switching devices. This layer 

comprises one or more interconnected network devices, such as routers and switches, that 

transmit traffic flows through the network between different hosts. 

2. The middle layer is the control layer, which represents the main processing unit of the 

network, controlling all network traffic. This layer contains controlling software that 

operates the control plane and is responsible for monitoring, managing, and configuring 
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all network elements. It also provides a network’s status information to the application 

layer. 

3. The top layer, which is known as the application layer, contains business applications that 

deliver higher level features addressing network traffic. This layer contains several 

applications that bring different, additional services, such as load balancing, security 

services, requirements engineering, and access control. 

 
Figure 2.1. Layers of a typical SDN architecture. 

OpenFlow is the most popular protocol enabling the application of all SDN architecture 

[24]. It has been designed to enable transmission controlling instructions through a standardized 

communication protocol between a single remote SDN controller and a set of network devices. 

Applying the OpenFlow protocol, the controller is able to access and manipulate network devices. 

The OpenFlow architecture contains three different components: the OpenFlow controller, the 

OpenFlow-enabled switches, and the OpenFlow communication protocol. 
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1. The OpenFlow controller is a remote network controlling unit responsible for handling 

and processing all traffic forwarding decisions. It is provided with dedicated access to 

communicate with OpenFlow switches, enable dynamic control of network traffic, and 

receive traffic statistics. It computes routes based on inquiries received from OpenFlow 

switches asking for forwarding actions regarding newly arriving traffic flows. The 

controller is also responsible for collecting traffic statistics and network status 

information and sharing them with the business applications to serve additional 

network requirements. Therefore, the controller acts as the central brain of the 

network—wholly responsible for processing and monitoring all network operations 

and rules. The SDN centralization approach necessitates special consideration because 

it requires powerful performance and massive scalability from the control plane. The 

overall network performance relies on the controller’s scalability and ability to handle 

all network operations. 

2. The OpenFlow-enabled switches represent the network devices of the forwarding 

plane. These components contain configured network devices connected by physical 

links responsible for carrying and transmitting incoming traffic flows across multiple 

links according to the list of flow entries containing guidance information. The 

forwarding plane provides the control plane with information about traffic statistics and 

status. The SDN controller is responsible for providing each network device with a list 

of flow entries, which is stored in flow tables inside each network device. These flow 

entries are used to direct the network device toward the action that should be applied 

to each incoming flow. Therefore, the forwarding action of potential data traffic is 

performed according to the instructions stored in each entry. For any new, incoming 
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flow, the packets' information is compared with the list of stored entries to find the 

associated instruction and actions that should be applied to the flow. Therefore, the 

switch forwards arriving packet flows based on the corresponding actions stored in the 

flow table. The flow tables contain a list of entries, which each entry containing three 

main values—one being the packet header’s information, which contains values that 

help to identify potential incoming traffic flows, and instructions, which specify the 

associated action for each incoming flow in addition to statistical values used to store 

the statistical information the switch collects. There are two cases in which the 

controller populates flow tables with flow entries [47]. The first case is called “reactive 

installation.” The OpenFlow controller provides the OpenFlow switch with flow entries 

in reply to a previous request received from the switch asking for instructions about a 

recently arrived traffic flow. The second case is called “proactive installation.” The 

OpenFlow controller provides the OpenFlow switch with flow entries with respect to 

potentially arriving traffic flows to allow the switch to handle the traffic flows upon 

arrival without the controller’s interaction. 

3. The OpenFlow protocol is a standardized communication interface that provides a 

secure access channel between the OpenFlow controller and OpenFlow switches. It 

enables the controller to manipulate its connected switches and access the flow tables 

to provide them with all flow entries. It also enables the OpenFlow switches to send 

requests to the OpenFlow controller and share their traffic statuses and statistics. 

In this paper, our model is built based on a typical OpenFlow-based network architecture, 

where we mainly focus on the OpenFlow-based switches. 
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B.    Data Logging Technique 

The data logging technique is another approach that we use as a possible effective feature 

that shows the feasibility of the proposed model. The data logging technique is an important feature 

applied in most computing systems to provide dedicated storage aiming to automatically collect 

and log data over time, reflecting computing or communication events occurring in the given time 

[48]. These logged data are kept in specific storage to ensure the future availability of data backup 

and recovery. In communication, the data logger can be utilized to store previously transmitted 

messages and manage them for future needs. It also can be used for analytical and statistical 

purposes. The main objective of data loggers is to save time and effort for future inquiries and 

lookups. For example, in computer networks, where thousands of network elements need updating 

or recoveries, this memory is quite beneficial [49]. Data loggers can help in some other cases as 

well. For example, when there are many network elements requesting the same content from one 

source, the data logging storage can be installed in a different location and serve these requests at 

any time. 

C.    Related Approaches 

Increasing interest in SDN has led to several solutions for improving and developing the 

centrality approach of the SDN design. Previously, researchers have proposed different controlling 

methods that addressed the performance and scalability issues of the SDN controller. Some 

previous researches have dealt with these concerns by applying distributed SDN controlling 

architecture [50]-[53]. The main focus of those solutions was to reduce the load on the SDN 

controller by applying a distributed design that increased the number of controllers and spread the 

work effort—having multiple controllers with each covering a set of network devices. Their 

approach can successfully handle high communication volumes while preserving good 
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performance. Multiple controllers help to increase the scalability of the control plane. However, 

one key limitation of these approaches is that they require additional resources, such as distributed 

controlling applications and distributed data storage, which increase cost and synchronization 

efforts. Additionally, each single controller in the multiple controller framework may suffer the 

same scalability issues when communication load increases—still requiring improvement of the 

single controller’s internal functionality. Another previous study has addressed the same issue 

[54]; this model proposed optimization and parallelism techniques to increase the processing 

capabilities and performance of the SDN controller, but these techniques have limited abilities.  

Our approach follows a different way of improving the controller’s scalability limitations 

by utilizing existing devices—enabling switches to complement and carry out some semi-

controlling functions—and, therefore, not requiring additional network resources. Previous 

research still has not addressed the issue that controlling still suffers from redundant packet 

reception. Redundancy in requests coming from network devices is a critical issue for SDN 

controllers; particularly, increased amounts of data will cause the controller to process a large 

number of repeated entries. Assistant switches can be applied to add entry logging techniques to 

one or multiple controllers to reduce controller effort by applying a lookup technique. 

Comparing our model with other, related research where multiple controllers were 

enhanced in a distributed architecture to address SDN high load issues, the proposed assistant 

switches model emerges as an additional feature that can also work on multiple controllers to 

reduce controller load and effort. This can help the system to benefit even more from the other 

features of such a distributed design. 
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Analysis of Typical Software-Defined Networks  

In this section, we show an experimental analysis of typical SDNs to demonstrate the 

current flaws we intend to improve using the proposed assistant switches.  

A.    Entry Distribution Effort and Taxonomy of Packets 

In Table 1, we present the types and sizes of the main fields contained inside each 

transmitted packet between an OpenFlow controller and its connected OpenFlow switches [45]. 

 

Table 2.1 The field sizes in a typical OpenFlow packet. 

Field Size 

Header[] 32 bits 

Flow Matching[] 

In Port 16 bits 

VLAN ID 12 bits 

IP Source Address 32 bits 

IP Destination Address 32 bits 

IP Protocol 8 bits 

Source MAC Address 48 bits 

Destination MAC Address 48 bits 

Type 16 bits 

TCP Source 16 bits 

TCP Destination 16 bits 

Action[] 32 bits 

Flow tables are enhanced inside OpenFlow switches to hold rules, stored as entries, 

provided by the controller regarding potential, upcoming traffic forwarding [45]. Each entry is 

comprised of three fields: 
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§ Packet header fields: These are used to store the addresses of the source and destination, 

in addition to extra information related to flow identification. 

§ Actions fields: Action values are used to enable OpenFlow switches to determine the 

required action for each arriving flow without controller interaction. 

§ Statistics fields: These collect and store statistical information regarding traveling 

flows. 

Based on these fields, we observe that the rules transmitted from the OpenFlow controller 

to the OpenFlow switches contain two particular types of values, including the flow’s matching 

fields and associated actions fields. 

After analyzing the structure of the packets' fields, shown in Table 1, we also observe that 

the values of each field belong to one of the following main value groups: 

§ Header fields. 

§ Flow matching fields. 

§ Required actions.  

§ Remaining packet data. 

Based on these values, we present packet values into two main categories: unique values 

and common values. The packet’s header values (approximately 20 bytes) and the required action 

values (approximately eight bytes) allocate approximately 20% of the packet size, and they store 

unique values that are distinctly and particularly related to each switch. On the other hand, the 

remaining values have common data that are distributed to all other switches engaged in a 

particular routing flow. Therefore, we can conclude that approximately 80% of data in packets 

delivered by the controller to the switches contain similar content. This ultimately means that the 

traditional method of rules transmission leads to a significant waste of effort in packet distribution. 
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Therefore, this requires serious optimization to reduce the entry distribution efforts of the SDN 

controller. We intend to address this issue by utilizing the availability of other network devices. 

B.    Duplicate Packets Across Forwarding Requests 

In this experimental study, we explore several networks to measure the number of duplicate 

packets across network traffic. Each network contains up to 32 switches, and each switch has from 

one to five ports. We use a packet analyzer tool to collect and analyze network traffic flows at 

different busy times [55]. Then, we have built an application that scans these results to extract 

duplicate entries that have been processed by the controller more than once. We aim to analyze the 

similarities between flows to identify the number of redundant entries stored in flow tables. 

We identify the similarities among all traffic flows based on the following criteria: 

1. Matched header information, including the matching of the source and destination 

addresses, at the same time. 

2. Matched actions: For an arriving flow of packets, if a controller replies with a specific 

action to a switch, then it may similarly reply with the same action to other switches 

receiving the same packets from the same source. These actions might include, for 

example: 

§ A “Drop,” which is used to discard the matching packets. 

§ A “fwd(port ID),” which indicates the forwarding port number (from one to five 

for each switch). 

The analysis results show that, among 32 switches, there is a high probability that at least 

20% of each transmitted flow, traveling across multiple switches, will receive the same action. For 

example, 20% of switches engaged in the same routing flow will forward the same flow to the 

same port number, which means that there is a high similarity across entries provided by the 
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controller. So, any matches in the header information and the required action between entries will 

be considered redundant. 

Fig. 2.2 presents the results of this experimental study for different networks, illustrating 

the amount of redundancy across network flows. In the first experiment, we collect data from 9000 

network flows, including all actions, addresses and selected port numbers inside each switch. In 

experiment two and three, we analyze a series of 6,000 flows and 15,000 flows, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.2. The amount of duplicates across requests. 

The outcomes of this analysis confirm the high probability of processing large amounts of 

redundancy across flow entries, which we intend to eliminate using assistant switches to serve as 

shared entry loggers. The results of this study are based on analyzing different networks, while 

noting that the behavior of an individual network could affect the results. 

Based on the experimental results, we can conclude that, when an SDN controller sends 

entries to its switches regarding a potential arriving traffic flows, there is a chance that some of 

these flow packets contain headers similar to previous packets that have been processed by the 

controller. This may require the controller to send the same, old entries, leading to extra, 

unnecessary waste of controller effort. Therefore, the content of data transmitted through the 

OpenFlow communication must be considered. 
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This can dramatically improve the performance of traffic controlling because it reduces the 

load on the SDN controller, and, in future communications, it can provide faster replies to duplicate 

requests without controller interaction. This helps eliminate a significant amount of 

communication load and decrease wasted controller effort, while processing duplicate requests at 

a higher rate. 

The shared entry logger can also be beneficial to switch backup and recovery. If any switch 

loses its flow table, the shared entry logger will be responsible for repopulating the flow table with 

all old entries previously populated by the controller. 

In summary, the experimental analysis of traditional software-defined networking shows 

some promising results for the design of a new model that addresses these observed flaws. In this 

work we apply the proposed model to reduce the number of requests processed and entries 

transmitted by the controller. 

2.3 Proposed Model  

In this section, we introduce the principal features of the proposed assistant switches model, 

which is basically a significant enhancement over the OpenFlow architecture.  

2.3.1 Assistant Switches Model  

The SDN controller’s centrality and accessibility are utilized in the proposed model to 

improve the scalability and ability of the controller to handle higher traffic rates. We first discuss 

the general requirements for applying assistant switches, and then we introduce three useful 

applications designs of assistant switches. Assistant switches aim to change the SDN controlling 

approach by utilizing existing network devices to allow the controller to run other network 

elements to complete a certain task. However, this approach does not make this network device 

act as a separate SDN controller. These features are still controlled by the main controller. The 
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proposed model does not require adding controlling features to network elements because its 

purpose is to utilize and enable available network devices to be triggered by the main controller to 

carry out a certain semi-task. Assistant switches’ features do not conflict with the main controller’s 

tasks, which means they can be used with one or multiple distributed controllers. 

Fig. 2.3 illustrates a code sample for a controller application. Its functions can be divided 

into two different types. The first type, which must be run inside the controller, contains code 

statements that require accesses to local control plane resources. The second type contains code 

statements that do not require access to the local control plane resources. This type can be run 

outside the control plane because it only deals with the received input variables, we call them semi-

tasks. 

 
Figure 2.3. A code sample for a controller application. 

 

To adapt assistant switches for increasing SDN controller performance, it is necessary to 

add additional features over the OpenFlow design. These features are selected based on the purpose 

of the application intended to be used. To adapt assistant switches, the following elements must be 

enhanced: 
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§ Selecting one or more assistant switches based on the switch’s location, availability, 

and accessibility. 

§ Enabling the selected switches to run assistance features that can serve the application’s 

intended purpose. The assistance feature should complement a major task in the 

controller without requiring a global view or control functions. 

§ Adding a communication channel that allows the controller to access the selected 

assistant switches and manipulate their assistance features. 

§ The content of these elements is based on the type of application that needs must be 

enhanced. 

The rest of this section will discuss the following proposed applications designs of assistant 

switches: (a) designing assistant switches to improve entry distribution, (b) designing assistant 

switches to serve as shared entry loggers, (c) enhancing lookup techniques to the shared entry 

loggers. 

A.    Designing Assistant Switches to Improve Entry Distribution 

Entry distribution is an efficient approach that can be applied using assistant switches. It 

aims to change the process of delivering OpenFlow entries using assistant switches on behalf of 

the SDN controller, which can reduce the controller’s effort. In this application, we move the 

distribution function from the SDN controller into one or more of the selected assistant switches. 

As previously stated, the selection of these switches depends on the switches’ accessibility. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2.4, we select the first directly connected switch to run assistance features for 

this application (entry distribution). Therefore, after selecting assistant switch(es), the controller 

computes, for each incoming flow, a routing path that determines the flow path across a set of 

switches. 
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Then, the controller sends all distribution instructions to the assistant switch using a 

modified OpenFlow protocol, which contains additional fields for transmitting all forwarding 

actions required by each switch engaged in the transmission of the processed flow. Lastly, the 

assistant switch delivers all flow entries to each selected switch based on these instructions. 

 
Figure 2.4. Selection of an assistant switch. 

As stated previously, in traditional SDN, the content of each OpenFlow packet is divided 

into two main categories: unique values and common values. Unique values represent 

approximately 20% of the packet size, and they store unique values that are particularly related to 

each switch, while common values represent approximately 80% of the packet size and contain 

similar values that are distributed to all switches. 

The entry distribution application allows assistant switches to take over the entry 

distribution functions from the controller. Distribution instructions provided by the controller 

guide the assistant switch to deliver each entry to its proper destination. The distribution 

instructions contain all unique values of all entries, which are used to allocate approximately 20% 
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of the transmitted data of the traditional SDN. The advantage of this approach is that the controller 

will deliver only one copy of the common values used to allocate approximately 80% of the 

transmitted data of the traditional SDN. 

 

This model proposes two main changes from the typical OpenFlow specifications, which 

will enable the entry distribution feature shown in Fig. 2.5. 

1. Adding a new table (a distribution table) to the selected assistant switches to store 

distribution instructions and enable the entry distribution function. 

2. Modifying the traditional OpenFlow protocol by adding additional fields to deliver 

distribution instructions from the controller to the assistant switches (entry distribution 

channel). 

 

 

Figure 2.5 OpenFlow switch specifications after adding the distribution feature. 
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Workflow: 

The workflow, shown in Fig. 2.6, presents the steps of entry distribution using the proposed 

assistant switches. In Step 1, for each arriving traffic flow, the SDN controller computes a routing 

path for the arriving flow to be transmitted over several interconnected switches. In Step 2, the 

controller sends distribution instructions to the assistant switch. In Step 3, the assistant switch 

receives the new distribution instructions from the controller. In Step 4, the assistant distributor 

switch takes over the delivery task by distributing regular OpenFlow entries to each switch 

involved in the routing path. Each of these entries contains a unique value, created particularly for 

each switch, along with an additional copy of the values that are common to all involved switches. 

As a result, this technique will reduce approximately 80% of the controller’s transmission effort, 

while the assistant switch will carry that effort. 

 

Figure 2.6. Proposed process of entries distribution. 
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Distribution Table: 

The assistant distributor switch will contain a distribution table to store the distribution 

instructions sent from the controller. The distribution table will be composed of several values that 

guide the assistant switch to the proper switch that should receive a regular entry regarding an 

arriving flow. Additionally, each distribution instruction will contain additional values regarding 

the identification of the arriving traffic flow itself. In general, the distribution table is additional 

storage, created in the OpenFlow switches along with the flow table, so the switch continues to 

support normal switch functions for transmitting traffic flows. 

 

Entry Distribution Channel: 

The entry distribution protocol contains additional changes over a regular OpenFlow 

protocol. As shown in Fig. 2.7, it is designed to transmit packets from the controller to the assistant 

switches while delivering distribution instructions. These packets contain a list of all unique values 

along with one copy of the common values. 

 

Figure 2.7. Structure packets transmitted in the distribution channel. 
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B.    Designing Assistant Switches to Serve as a Shared Entry Logger 

The shared entry logger is another effective application of assistant switches that utilizes 

the SDN design’s centrality and programmability to provide an entry logging feature for the data—

occurring in the communication between the controller and the OpenFlow switches. As shown in 

Fig. 2.8. based on the location and accessibility of the switches, we can select one or more shared 

entry loggers to provide dedicated storage that can automatically collect and organize all flow 

entries processed and transmitted from the controller to the switches. This will help to provide 

additional services in the future, such as recovery services, backups, and lookups for OpenFlow 

switches. 

 
Figure 2.8. Selection of shared entry logger. 
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As shown in Fig. 2.9, the shared entry logger requires the enhancement of two main 

components over the traditional OpenFlow switch architecture. The structure and details of these 

components are similar to the previously described distribution table and entry distribution 

channel, containing a controller agent and an entry logger table along with the regular OpenFlow 

channel. The controller agent is connected to a dedicated channel for receiving new or updated 

entries from the SDN controller. The entry logger table stores copies of all entries processed by 

the controller and transmitted to the switches to be used for different services. The regular 

OpenFlow channel allows the switch to provide the typical functionalities of an OpenFlow-based 

switch, such as receiving traffic flows from other switches and sending OpenFlow entries to 

switches. 

 
Figure 2.9 OpenFlow-based network after adding the shared entry logger. 
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The entry logger table comprises three fields: 

§ Flow header fields contain information about the source and destination of a flow, 

which we use to identify the already processed packets. 

§ Action fields define the associated forwarding instructions for handling traffic flows. 

§ Switch IP fields are determined by the controller and are used to define a list of switches 

that can receive the same entry in case they receive the same traffic flow. 

C.    Enhancing Lookup Technique for the Shared Entry Logger 

In this application, we utilize the shared entry logger to enable duplicate entry lookup in 

future OpenFlow requests coming from the OpenFlow switches. This aims to reduce controller 

effort by minimizing the communication load on the controller. The lookup feature helps to avoid 

sending redundant requests to the controller by handling the process of replying to all duplicate 

requests without controller interaction. This can help increase the scalability of the controller. 

Hence, when an OpenFlow switch sends a message to the controller requesting instructional entries 

regarding a newly arriving flow, the shared entry logger will work as a checkpoint by confirming 

that this request has never been previously processed by the controller. If a similar entry is found 

to have been previously provided by the controller, then the entry logger replies to the switch with 

the same entry. The lookup feature is effective in reducing the number of requests to be processed 

by the SDN controller, and this can increase its scalability as well. 

Workflow: 

The two main tasks of the lookup technique are as follows. 

§ Based on the shared entry logger application aiming to collect all entries the SDN 

controller processes, the lookup technique performs a checkpoint process for all future 

requests initiated by the OpenFlow switches asking for instructions regarding newly 
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arriving traffic flows to identify whether the entry has been previously processed and 

provided by the controller. 

§ It also provides an external backup service for the OpenFlow switches without the 

controller’s interaction. 

The workflow of an OpenFlow request in this proposed application is illustrated in Fig. 

2.10. In Step 1, an OpenFlow switch receives a new, incoming packet flow. In Step 2, the switch 

opens and extracts the packet’s header, compares it with the entries stored in the flow table to 

determine if there is a matching entry, and, if a matching entry is found, in Step 3 the flow will be 

processed and forwarded based on the action previously allocated to this flow.  

If there is no matching entry found, in Step 4 the switch will encapsulate and send the 

traffic packet to the shared entry logger for further lookups, while in Step 5, the shared entry logger 

receives the traffic packet and starts a lookup process through the previously stored entries—

comparing the traffic packet’s header and the sender switch IP with the data stored in the entry 

logger table. In Step 6, if the shared entry logger finds a matching entry, it will send the found 

entry to the sender switch. Otherwise, if the shared entry logger cannot find a matching entry, it 

will forward the traffic packet to the SDN controller.  

In Step 7, the controller processes the traffic packet and provides new entries for this flow. 

In Step 8, the controller sends these new entries to the sender switch and to all other switches 

involved in the routing path for the same connection, while, in Step 9, copies of the entries are sent 

to the shared entry logger, along with a list of all switches that must apply the same action in case 

if they receive the same traffic flow in future communications. 
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Figure 2.10. The lifecycle of traffic forwarding including the lookup process. 
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2.3.2 Link-Renaming Technique for Efficiently Increasing Similarity among SDN Entries  

The centralized nature of SDN architecture raised an important issue regarding the high 

demand of communication between the network devices and the SDN controller, which requires 

extensive effort to maintain the performance of the entire network [37]-[38]. Some previous 

studies have addressed this issue by applying a variety of techniques to address and improve some 

of the vulnerabilities of the SDN performance and the effort limitation of the SDN controller. We 

previously proposed an SDN distribution model and a shared entry logger that aimed to improve 

the performance of the SDN networks by applying various approaches to reduce the controller 

effort and increase its scalability [42]-[43]. However, the outcomes and advantages of these models 

are strongly affected by the number of similarities between the SDN entries that are processed and 

provided by the controller. Consequently, it has become very important to develop methods of 

increasing the similarities between SDN entries. In traditional software-defined networks, the 

numbering of input and output ports is fixed throughout the period of network operation, which 

means the ports are not used to support any of the SDN features. In this paper, we introduce a 

renaming technique that aims to efficiently increase similarities among SDN entries in order to 

support previously developed SDN techniques that rely on the similarities between entries to 

improve the performance of the SDN. In this regard, traffic engineering plays an important role in 

maintaining the quality of data communication that has been widely used in past and current 

computer networks. It applies various algorithms to analyze the status of the transmitted traffic 

flows, and it dynamically predicts and regulates the behavior of the transmitted flows. Traffic 

engineering aims to optimize the performance of a network by continually changing the flow of 

traffic to increase load balancing over the entire network’s nodes [36], [57], [58]. The outcomes 

of the proposed renaming technique are based primarily on the results provided by the traffic 
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engineering. We utilize the results of traffic engineering to rename the network links (by 

continually changing the input/output port numbers of all switches), which can assign similar 

numbers to the most requested links. Increasing the similarity between the most requested port 

numbers will increase the similarity among SDN Entries. In this model, we focus on analyzing the 

traffic status on all communication links and renaming the input and output ports to follow a 

specific classification that describes the status of the communication links, which is based on the 

traffic load and behavior. In this scenario, the most requested input and output ports will have the 

same numbers, and if the traffic engineering results change, then the numbers of the ports will be 

updated to follow these changes. The main objective of this renaming approach is to characterize 

the highly requested ports by giving them the same numbers so the header values of the transmitted 

traffic packets will contain similar values in addition to the IP/MAC addresses. This approach can 

also help increase similarities across entries that are processed and provided by the SDN controller.  

Generally, as illustrated in Fig. 2.16, the renaming unit can be placed inside the SDN 

controller in order to give it direct access to all switches and fully leverage the traffic engineering 

results. 

 

Figure 2.11. SDN layers after adding the proposed renaming feature. 
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The classification of the communication links is based on the number of packets traveling 

through the links, which means that we select a range of numbers from 1 to 5 for ports that forward 

traffic to highly requested links and a range of numbers from 6 to 10 for the less loaded links. By 

contrast, the renaming approach is limited to the number of ports inside each switch, which we 

notice that not all ports can carry the same number because this may cause conflicts inside 

switches. Hence, the objective of the renaming technique is to update the port’s numbers with 

respect to any conflict that may occur inside switches. 

 

A.    Implementation 

To apply the renaming feature, we create an SDN testbed that contains one controller 

connected to 32 OpenFlow switches and several end-hosts. We then construct and integrate the 

proposed renaming feature by modifying the components of the SDN controller and adding an 

additional renaming unit that can directly utilize the controller monitoring feature and leverage the 

traffic engineering results. The main task of the renaming unit is to read the traffic engineering 

results and rename the communication links based on the amount of traffic traveling in each link. 

Our simulation for the renaming feature was implemented in Python. 

We also assume that the sources and destinations of all arriving flows are generated 

randomly, which means that the controller interaction may not take place in some cases. The goal 

of creating this simulated network is to generate network traffic that emulates real traffic and to 

analyze the similarities between traffic flows in each communication link. 
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B.    Measuring the Amount of Similarities Across SDN Entries 

In this evaluation, we measure the impact of the renaming technique on the content of 

entries processed by the controller. A comparison between a traditional SDN network with/without 

adding the renaming technique is illustrated in Fig. 2.17, which demonstrates the efficiency of the 

renaming results.  

The first case represents a traditional software-defined network, in which the content of the 

produced entries is based on a fixed port’s numbers that never change, whereas the second case 

represents the proposed renaming technique, in which the content of the entries is produced based 

on the numbering of dynamically updated ports, which reflects the status of that link.  

In the first case, the percentage of similarities across SDN entries is equal to 8% with the 

amount of incoming traffic of 1,000, and it increases gradually with the increase of the incoming 

traffic flows until reaching 27% with the amount of incoming traffic of 17,000.  

In the second case, which represents the proposed renaming technique, the percentage of 

similarities across SDN entries starts with 14% with the amount of incoming traffic of 1,000, and 

it increases gradually with the increase of the incoming traffic flows until reaching 57% with the 

amount of incoming traffic of 17,000. Based on these results, we can confirm a successful increase 

within the amount of similarities across SDN entries with an average of 89%. 
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Figure 2.12. Percentage of similarities among SDN entries. 
 

2.4 Evaluation 

In this section, to evaluate the overall proposed approach, we implement a simulation 

network using Python to test the design idea and confirm the advantages of using assistant switches 

on improving SDN controller performance. 

Assumptions: 

In this simulation, we assume that for all incoming traffic flows at an OpenFlow switch, 

the flow tables have no corresponding entries, and the switch should forward 100% of the traffic 

flows to the controller. 
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The network topology applied in this implementation is similar to the topology shown in 

Fig. 2.4. The evaluated network contains one SDN controller connected to 20 OpenFlow-enabled 

switches. Out of these switches, only one is directly linked to the SDN controller and is connected 

to the other OpenFlow switches. This means that messages sent from the SDN controller to any 

switch must go across more than one hop, except messages that are sent directly to the first switch. 

For this reason, we select the first switch, which is directly connected to the controller, to be an 

assistant switch for our design. Other important assumptions are as follows. 

§ The assistant switch is directly linked to the SDN controller. 

§ The bandwidth size is variable. 

§ Each packet has a size of 140 bytes and carries one entry. 

§ The common values = 112 bytes, which allocates 80% of the packet size. 

§ The unique values = 28 bytes, which allocates 20% of the packet size. 

 

A.    Implementation of Entries Distribution Technique 

To implement assistant switches with the aim of applying the entry distribution task, we 

select the only switch directly connected to the controller as an assistant switch. This will decrease 

the amount of hops during entry transmission. 

Assumptions: 

To evaluate the entry transmission delay, we assume zero delays for queueing delays and 

nodal processing. In the first experimental study, we implement a traditional, SDN-based network 

to evaluate the traditional entry transmission delay and the controller effort, which is affected by 

the number of connected switches. Then, another experimental study is conducted for the proposed 

model to evaluate the new entries distribution task for 32 different experiments. We start the 

experiments by connecting one OpenFlow-enabled switch to the controller and gradually 
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increasing the number of switches, until reaching 32 switches. The results will cover the effects of 

applying assistant switches on controller effort and entry transmission delay. 

 

B.    Implementation of Shared Entry Logger Technique and Lookup Technique 

To implement assistant switches with the aim of applying a shared entry logging task and 

a lookup technique, we consider the following assumptions. 

§ The average amount of time the SDN controller requires to process a new request received 

from the OpenFlow switches is equal to 245 μs. 

§ The average amount of time an OpenFlow-enabled switch requires to service an arriving 

packet is equal to 10.25 μs. 

§ The average amount of time needed by the proposed lookup task to service an arriving 

request is equal to 10.25 μs, which is similar to the procedure performed in the OpenFlow-

enabled switch. 

§ The percentage of unique requests and duplicate requests are denoted by Ru and Rd, 

respectively, which are selected arbitrarily based on the experimental analysis illustrated 

previously in this paper (i.e., the number of duplicate packets across forwarding requests). 

§ The number of initial packets in each newly arriving traffic flow is λ0 = 9000 packets. 

§ The controller and the switches have zero delay buffers. 

§ The cost of the storage used for the proposed shared entry logger is not significant. 

In this implementation, we attempt to simultaneously identify all duplicate requests 

containing similar header fields and associated actions, so the controller will only process unique 

requests; the response to each request will contain unique values, including the header fields and 

associated actions. Duplicate requests are identified by their having at least one matching entry 
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that has already been processed by the controller. This requires having a shared entry logger 

storage installed in the assistant switch along with a lookup technique. 

The values of these parameters are selected based on earlier experimental study that 

evaluated the performance of different SDN networks in processing different packet sizes (64 bytes 

to 1514 bytes); this work calculates the amount of time needed by an SDN controller to process a 

newly arriving request in addition to the time needed by an OpenFlow switch to service a packet 

without the controller’s interaction [56].  

The results of this study have shown that the average service time an OpenFlow switch 

requires to service an arriving traffic flow without the controller’s interaction is between 4μs and 

16.5μs, while the average amount of time required by the controller to process a new request lies 

between 220 μs and 245 μs. 

In Fig. 2.11, we show sequential steps that explain the total processing time in traditional 

SDN architecture for servicing newly arriving packets. In these steps, the OpenFlow switch sends 

a request directly to the SDN controller. In this process, the total service time of arriving flows can 

be calculated as follows:  

!(𝑑$ + 𝑑& + 𝑑$) ∗ 𝜆*+ 

 
Figure 2.13. The total service time of arriving traffic in traditional SDN 
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In Fig. 2.12, we show the total processing time for the proposed lookup technique to service 

arriving traffic flows sequentially. In these steps, the OpenFlow switch sends requests to the 

assistant switch, which applies a lookup function to determine whether there is a previously 

processed entry that can fulfill this request. In this process, the total service time of arriving flows 

can be calculated as follows:   

!(𝑑$ + 𝑑, + 𝑑$) ∗ (𝜆* ∗ 𝑅.)+ + !(𝑑$ + 𝑑, + 𝑑& + 𝑑$) ∗ (𝜆* ∗ 𝑅/)+ 

 
Figure 2.14. The total service time of arriving traffic for the proposed lookup technique 

 

2.5 Experimental Results and Discussion  

In this work, we compare the traditional SDN architecture to the proposed assistant 

switches, including the entry distribution technique, the shared entry logger technique, and the 

lookup technique. The comparison results confirm the impact of the assistant switches based on 

the effects on the controller effort, the total transmission delay, and the service time. 

A.    Impacts of the Entries Distribution Technique on the Controller Effort 

Fig. 2.13 presents a comparison of the controller effort between a traditional SDN network 

and an SDN network with the enhancement of the proposed assistant switches. This evaluation is 
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illustrated based on the number of entries, in bytes, transmitted by the SDN controller, where the 

controller transmits a 140-byte packet to each OpenFlow switch involved in the determined route. 

The results confirm a significant improvement in the number of entries delivered by the 

controller. The total number of entries distributed by the controller has been decreased by 

approximately 76%. By enhancing the entries distribution feature to the assistant switches, the 

controller is required to send only one copy of common values (112 bytes) in addition to multiple 

unique values determined for each OpenFlow switch involved in the determined route (28 bytes 

each). 

In addition, by applying assistant switches in a multi-distributed SDN approach—

composed of two distributed SDN controllers using the Distributed Multi-Domain SDN 

Controllers (DISCO) model and an open SDN distributed control plane [50]—the experiment 

results show that the assistant switches can decrease the total number of entries distributed by 

approximately 55% for every single controller. 

 
Figure 2.15. Amount of entries transmitted by the SDN controller 
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B.    Impacts of the Entries Distribution Technique on Transmission Delay 

In these experiments, we demonstrate the effective impact on the total transmission delay 

of delivering entries from the SDN controller to the OpenFlow switches by evaluating the results 

of the proposed assistant switches with the application of the entry distribution function compared 

to traditional SDN architecture. 

This comparison is conducted by observing the total transmission delay of each entry 

distribution, which is determined by dividing the packet size by the link bandwidth. The observed 

results show a significant reduction in the number of hops while using assistant switches as 

distributors, which also helps to decrease the total transmission delay. 

In traditional SDN architecture, after the SDN controller processes newly arriving traffic 

flow and defines a routing path for transmitting the traffic flow through a set of 20 interconnected 

switches, the calculation of the total transmission delay will be based on transmitting 2,800 bytes 

from the SDN controller—i.e., delivering a 140-byte packet from the SDN controller to the 

selected switches 20 times.  

In the proposed assistant switches model, the size of the packet transmitted from the SDN 

controller to the assistant switch (distributor) is calculated based on the number of OpenFlow 

switches involved in the defined routing path. So, if the controller defines a routing path passing 

the traffic flow through a set of 20 interconnected switches, then the total size of the packet 

transmitted from the SDN controller to the assistant switch is 672 bytes, which includes 140 bytes 

transmitted to the first switch (the assistant switch), containing unique values particularly intended 

for the first switch in addition to common values. The remaining 532 bytes are the combination of 

28 bytes of unique values to be transmitted to each of the nineteen remaining switches. Therefore, 

the assistant switch transmits regular entry packets to the remaining nineteen switches, with a 
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packet size 140 bytes, while observing fewer transmission hops. As we can see in Fig 2.14, the 

experiment results demonstrate that the total delay has been decreased by 29%. 

 
Figure 2.16. Total entries transmission delay 

When we compare the proposed assistant switches to the traditional SDN architecture in 

terms of the number of the controller interactions, this experimental study confirms the significant 

impact of utilizing the assistance of the available OpenFlow switches on SDN controller effort. It 

shows a significant reduction in the total number of entries transmitted by the controller and in the 

total transmission delay. 

C.    Impacts of the Shared Entry Logger and the Lookup Techniques on Total Service Time 

As we see in Fig. 2.12, the entry lookup function seems to add a minor overhead (de = 

10.25 μs) to the total service time for newly incoming packets. However, the results illustrate that 

this overhead will be negligible by the increase of the total amount of data and duplicate requests. 

The total service time for incoming traffic will decrease gradually and continuously because of the 
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continuous increase in the amount of arriving data, while, therefore, the scalability and capacity of 

the SDN controller increases by the same capacity processed by the lookup function. 

In Fig. 2.15, we demonstrate the decrease in the total service time for newly incoming 

packets when the number of incoming traffic flows increases. The results show that, in traditional 

SDN architecture, the total service time for newly arriving flows is 2,390 ms. The results also 

demonstrate the impact of the proposed assistant switches on that service time in three different 

cases. The first case contains 15% duplicate requests, and the total service time for newly incoming 

traffic flows is 2,151 ms. The second case contains 30% duplicate requests, and the total service 

time for newly incoming traffic flows is 1,820 ms. The third case contains 40% duplicate requests, 

and the total service time for newly incoming traffic flows is 1,599 ms. 

 
Figure 2.17. Total service time in different cases 
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Consequently, these results confirm that one checkpoint of requests we have added 

between the SDN controller and the OpenFlow switches increases the scalability and the capacity 

of the controller because the controller service time is not wasted in servicing duplicate requests. 

Our results demonstrate that applying assistant switches to improve entry distribution 

resulted in a 76% decrease in the measure of data transmitted by the controller, while the 

transmission time of entries is decreased by up to 29%. The results also demonstrate that applying 

assistant switches to enhance lookup techniques and serve as shared entry loggers help to prevent 

sending redundant requests to the controller with lower total processing time. 

D.    Impacts of Applying the Link-Renaming Technique to Previous Research 

As we illustrated before, the previously proposed solution applies a shared entry logger 

[42] to reduce the controller’s effort by processing duplicate requests; if the number of duplicate 

requests increases, then the controller's involvement will, conversely, be reduced. In order to assess 

the effectiveness of the link-renaming technique, and to further illustrate the improvement in the 

performance results of the shared entry logger, we applied our approach to the shared entry logger 

technique.  

Fig. 2.18 shows the results of applying the proposed renaming technique on the shared 

entry logger in three different cases. The first case represents a network with 5000 requests 

transmitted to the controller. After measuring the number of requests processed by the shared entry 

logger, these requests increased from 20% to 33%. In the second case, in a network with a total of 

10,000 requests transmitted to the controller, the amount of requests processed by the shared entry 

logger increased from 22% to 35%. In the third case, the increase is from 27% to 42% in a network 

with a total of 20,000 requests transmitted to the controller. As we can see in all three cases, these 
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results illustrate significant performance improvements, which can thereby lead to a decline in the 

controller's overall effort. 

Finally, we confirm the feasibility of the proposed renaming technique by applying two 

different experiments. The experimental results demonstrated that the enhancement of the link 

renaming technique confirms a significant increase in the similarities across SDN entries. 

Therefore, by applying the renaming technique, the results of the previously proposed techniques 

will significantly perceive better results. The proposed model does not directly reduce the 

controller's effort, but the renaming technique for the communication links helps to improve the 

results of the previously proposed techniques that address the controller performance. 

 

Figure 2.18. Applying the proposed renaming technique on the shared entry logger in three 
different cases. 
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2.6 Summary  

SDN is an important research approach that is currently being studied to improve the 

organization and management of computer networks. We address some architectural issues that 

can possibly affect the network performance or cause a single point of failure due to the centrality 

of the control plane—including the controller effort, the communication load, and delay. To 

address this issue, we introduce a complementing technique for software-defined networks, called 

SDN assistant switches, to improve the scalability and capacity of the control plane. This technique 

aims to utilize available network devices to act as assistant switches by carrying out some of the 

semi-controlling functions, which can reduce controller load and effort. To evaluate the outcomes, 

we implement a simulation of a software-defined network to enhance the proposed assistant 

switches and apply three different functions, including the entry distribution technique, the shared 

entry logging technique, and the lookup technique. The experimental results suggest that the 

proposed assistant switches have significantly improved controller effort, entry transmission delay, 

and total service time. From this evaluation, we conclude that using available network devices to 

enhance the assistance feature is ideal for reducing a significant amount of load and effort on the 

SDN controller and improving the capacity and scalability of the control plane. In future works, 

we believe that collaboration between SDN controllers and network devices can dramatically 

improve the centralized controlling architecture. Not all SDN controlling operations require a 

global view and large storage. We believe that the proposed model can contribute toward 

increasing the collaboration between the SDN layers, and we expect to explore and develop more 

methods of collaboration to enrich SDN centrality. 
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CHAPTER 3  

ADVANCING EDGE COMPUTING TO SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS FOR 

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Edge computing is a new approach to computer networking that enables computational 

services to be performed at the edge of a network on behalf of the main cloud services [59]. The 

rationale of edge computing is applicable to any centralized system where the service should be 

provided at the proximity of the end-systems. In this research, we introduce a novel SDN Edge 

Controlling model that overcomes the performance-limitations by leveraging edge computing 

capabilities. It aims to bring the computing and storage resources close to network devices so that 

the load on the main SDN controller can be eased, and the delay between the forward plane and 

the control plane is minimized. The main objective of this model is to enable the network to handle 

a higher network load and maintains lower latency when compared with a traditional SDN. 

Additionally, in order to complement the hierarchical approach of the proposed edge controlling, 

we propose another model, called a Dedicated Backup Unit (DBU), to reduce the burden on the 

main SDN controller and thus enable it to absorb more duties. DBUs impact the main controller 

by separating the load of intensive tasks into different dedicated units to reduce the processing load 

from the main controller, which can increase its scalability. The entire network edges are also 

impacted because DBUs provide separate dedicated processing units that can enable the control 

plane to separate the highly loaded tasks.  
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3.1 Introduction  

With the continuous development of computer networking, Software-defined Networking 

(SDN) has come to play an important role in modern network design where the network devices 

provide a high degree of connectivity and interactions that require further processing. SDN frees 

the network devices from many detailed specifications and provides a flexible and manageable 

paradigm through a global centralized controller. This concept promises to improve automated and 

programmable network infrastructure [30]. This advantage becomes a problem for latency-

sensitive networks, which require the intelligent controller to be directly connected to the data 

plane to reach an immediate response time. The SDN design creates high pressure on the 

centralized controller, which may influence the entire network performance and cause longer 

latency with increasing data size. 

The centralized concept of SDN, where processing is only carried out by a single remote 

controller, introduces new capability issues. Network devices such as switches are one of the main 

network components that play an important role in data communication. Though the switches-to-

controller communication in SDN design provides flexible routing management, the performance 

of the entire network is dependent on the limitation of the controller's ability to handle high-volume 

traffic. As the number of requests increases, the latency grows accordingly which can affect the 

entire network performance. The fact that SDN design frees the network devices from the 

controlling applications leads to a high demand of assistance from a centralized single controller. 

Although the SDN controller has limited capabilities, the SDN architecture relies on a centralized 

single controller to manage all network operations, such as processing arriving packets, computing 

routing paths, installing flow entries in switches, delivering network information to the 

applications, monitoring the network’s behavior, interacting with other controllers, and so on. The 
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remote controller receives increasingly huge amounts of data that require a very short response 

time. The controller has a limited processing capability and a slower response time, which may 

complicate future processing. Another source of delay arises from the huge amounts of data that 

need to be processed by the controller. The control plane and forward plane are expected to operate 

the entire network continuously and simultaneously where the network links may perceive a delay 

due to a huge amount of bulk data transferred across the network to one destination. This delay is 

determined by the size of the bandwidth. Therefore, the centralized processing approach of SDN 

should apply different techniques to resolve these limitations [38, 60]. 

Edge computing is a distributed networking paradigm that aims to push cloud services to 

the edge of the network to ensure high computing capabilities at the end user's proximity [59]. By 

controlling the performance range of the SDN paradigm like this, one can lower network latency, 

lower bandwidth occupation in communication links, and lower the load on the controlling plane. 

The overall aim is to obtain the advantages of SDN without being limited to a central core. 

Rather than relying on a single remote controller, the control plane of the SDN network can be 

addressed by using nearby resource-rich edges. In order to overcome the scalability and 

performance limitations of the traditional SDN, in this paper we propose a new architecture 

towards edge controlling for SDN-based networks to solve the aforementioned issues by 

leveraging edge computing capabilities. The model aims to increase the closeness between the 

edge controller and the switches, which helps to reduce the overall traffic congestion, mitigate 

bandwidth bottlenecks, provide a very short response time, and reduce the latency between each 

edge controller and its assigned switches. Thus, edge controllers are deployed at the proximity of 

network devices to absorb the traffic and processing pressure from the main centralized controller. 

Edge controlling will migrate routing computation and information to the proximity of the network 
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devices. Thus, a number of edge controlling nodes distributed across the network can reduce the 

computational stress from the main centralized controller and balance overall traffic load. 

An SDN controller contains some essential functions that require a substantial amount of 

information and processing on various time scales [25]. For example, routing applications require 

a massive amount of information about the current status of the traffic flows in all links while 

finding efficient routes for each flow toward its destination in the network. These tasks require 

applying different routing applications from a global view while considering some important 

traffic issues regarding the network topology, including current traffic status, bandwidth 

information, robustness, traffic engineering interactions, and so on. This kind of task can be 

processed separately in external units with respect to any rules or policies set by the controller. 

Running an external unit to improve the scalability of the control plane will require an additional 

cost to the network architecture; however, it will effectively reduce the load on the SDN controller 

by usurping one of its major tasks. In this research, we also introduce a new approach using a 

Dedicated Backup Unit (DBU) for improving the processing capabilities of SDNs. DBUs impact 

the SDN controller by separating the load of intensive tasks into different dedicated units to reduce 

the processing load from the SDN controller, which can increase its scalability. The entire network 

is also impacted because DBUs provide separate dedicated processing units that can enable the 

control plane to enhance more features. Our model confirms that the aim of reducing the 

controller’s load does not affect the total processing time.  

Although SDN simplifies the network structure and provides a different way of controlling 

the network, we still do not see significant use of parallel techniques for multiple SDN routing. 

We believe that with the proposed edge controlling scheme of SDN, the entire network devices 

should be involved in each single transmission of data inside each edge, which could ultimately 
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reduce the load on some network devices and improve the traffic load balancing in computer 

networks. 

For transmitting data between two end-hosts, finding the shortest path and delivering data 

on the fastest route is usually the main goal of data communication. However, this goal may cause 

an overload on some of the communication links, due to the high volume of data transmitted in 

some parts of the network. Some previous research has addressed this issue by providing different 

load balancing techniques for data transmission. In these techniques, the selection of traffic routes 

and paths is based on considering the shortest paths but that also considering other important 

parameters, such as the load status at each link [36, 57]. Other research has improved the load 

balancing results by introducing techniques for multiple parallel routing [61-62]. These techniques 

simultaneously transmit data over many communication links in parallel.  

The practice of load balancing has provided a framework for multiple parallel routing 

which has significantly improved load balancing and provided a fault tolerance framework for data 

transmission. However, the concept of multiple parallel routing has not leveraged the recent 

improvements in SDN; namely, centralizing the controller should help to improve the application 

of multiple parallel routing. Our goal is to develop a parallel routing approach that exploits the 

centrality feature of SDN.  

To achieve this goal, we introduce a multiple tiling technique that increases the application 

of parallel routing over the entire network. It aims to divide the network infrastructure into multiple 

tiles (groups), such that each tile transmits arriving traffic flows over a set of internal parallel paths. 

The main objective of this technique is to increase the number of parallel routes used for each data 

transmission. This study is motivated by the need for a grouping mechanism in the network’s 

infrastructure of large networks in order to optimize bandwidth consumption and to improve load 
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balancing performance. The efficiency of the tiling concept is important for utilizing all possible 

paths while a small increase in total transmission time may occur. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly present an 

overview of the background used to develop the model. In Section 3, we present the proposed 

model, and we provide details about the implementation and evaluation of the proposed model in 

Section 4. In Section 5, we show and discuss our experimental results, and then we summarize the 

major conclusions of our study in Section 6. 

3.2 Literature Survey  

Routing and switching are the core networking functions of forwarding packets across 

computer networks. Data communication in traditional networking is based on passing packets 

across a series of routers where each router is composed of two main planes, the control plane and 

the forward plane. The control plane is the main intelligent part that processes arriving packets and 

determines routing information. The forward plane is directly connected to the control plane and 

transmits packets to the desired ports based on some instructions provided by the control plane. 

SDN is an evolving network architecture that decouples the control plane from the forward plane; 

the architecture of SDN-based networks relies on a centralized remote controller that has a global 

sight of all the following network components [32].  

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the main three layers of a typical SDN architecture.  

i) The infrastructure layer is made up of a set of network devices, such as SDN 

switches, which represent the forward plane. The primary task of these network 

devices is to receive and forward traffic flows through physical interfaces according 

to instructions provided by the control layer. The quality of the interactions between 

the network devices is significantly affected by the quality of the control plane.  
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ii) The control layer contains a remote centralized controller that represents the control 

plane. The main tasks of the SDN controller include monitoring, computing, and 

managing applications for the other network components. It also provides business 

applications with statistical information regarding the network devices. 

iii) The application layer contains several business applications that provide additional 

network management and services, such as traffic engineering, load balancing, 

access control and policy enforcement, which run over the network. 

 
Figure 3.5. The architecture of an SDN-based network 

 

Typically, there are three different types of components in the SDN model: a remote 

centralized controller, network devices such as switches, and a communication protocol such as 

OpenFlow protocol [63]. 
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i) Remote Centralized Controller: The SDN controller is the main intelligent 

component of the network. The main task of the controller is to handle network 

traffic management according to pre-programmed controlling applications. Via 

SDN networks, the remote controller will receive routing requests from the network 

devices and reply with the required instructions. The controller applications have 

limited processing capabilities, thus requiring an optimization of the SDN 

architecture. 

ii) Network Devices: In SDN-based networks, network devices are deployed in the 

infrastructure layer. These devices, such as network switches, are the key 

component of the SDN architecture, and their main task is to interact with each 

other to forward network traffic according to some routing instructions provided by 

the SDN controller. In addition, these devices can provide the controller with 

statistics about the overall network traffic. These devices normally require 

continuous assistance from the centralized controller. Each switch contains a flow-

table that stores a large number of flow entries. Each entry is provided by the 

controller and contains routing instructions to enable the switch to process the 

upcoming traffic according to these instructions. 

iii) Communication Protocol: OpenFlow is a communication protocol that connects the 

network devices to the remote centralized controller. When the network devices 

receive new traffic, they send requests for the required action to the remote 

controller using the OpenFlow communication channel. The controller can also use 

this channel to handle and manipulate the network devices [24]. 
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A.    Traditional traffic processing workflow 

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of how a normal route processing is performed using a typical 

SDN-based network and how these components interact with each other to process routing requests 

regarding the newly arriving traffic. As shown, the main controller is fully responsible for handling 

these requests regardless of the amount of traffic and the capabilities of the controller. 

 
Figure 3.2. Traditional traffic processing workflow 

 

B.    Parallel Routing 

Previously, parallelism was employed in many communication and computing areas. 

Several research articles have proposed different methods that address the routing issues of 

computer networks. Some previous studies have addressed these issues by applying parallel 

routing methods. The main focus of these methods has been to decrease the load on the 

communication links by applying parallel techniques that improve traffic load balancing and 
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spread the traffic load over more than one link. Their approach can successfully reduce high 

communication volumes on the communication links while efficiently balancing the traffic load. 

However, there are no existing studies that have efficiently exploited the centrality feature of SDN 

to improve the parallel route transmission. 

C.    Example of Traditional Parallel Routing 

 Multiple parallel routing aims to reduce the overall traffic load and thus to reduce the 

chance of traffic congestion. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the main goal of parallel routing is to allow 

networks to have many routes that transmit an arriving flow simultaneously in parallel. On 

traditional parallel routes, for each arriving flow, the network searches over many paths to find the 

two most qualified routes to carry and transmit the flow on parallel paths. As we can see, parallel 

routes are selected before transmitting the arriving flow, and this selection of parallel paths remains 

in force until the end of the data transmission, even if other nearby links become available. 

 
Figure 3.3. An example of traditional parallel routing 

 

D.    Edge Computing 

Research and development in edge computing, in which applications and storage services 

are distributed at the network's edge in proximity to mobile devices, have grown rapidly in recent 

years. Physical proximity between end-to-end devices is an important factor in improving network 
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performance. Edge computing is a virtualized framework that provides computation, storage, and 

other services between end-devices and the main cloud data centers. This new approach aims to 

push network services to the edges to provide near real-time insights, accelerate computation time 

for mobile computing, and achieve high scalability and high bandwidth. By applying edge 

computing, SDN-based architecture can benefit from better network quality, better access to the 

bandwidth, and a better computing experience. 

3.3 Proposed Model  

In this section, we demonstrate the application of edge computing in SDN in three parts: 

the first part describes the edge controlling approach. The second part describes the application of 

Dedicated Backup Units (DBU), and then in the third part, we describe a novel tiling approach for 

SDN. 

3.3.1 SDN Edge Controlling  

To enhance edge computing capabilities, we consider the main SDN controller to be the 

main cloud system. The controlling edges will be added and will contain a set of virtual resources 

that can be considered as agents of the main controller. The basic idea of edge controlling is to 

enhance network edges by additional computation and storage capabilities. Edge controlling 

encompasses controlling applications and routing information to be performed near the network 

devices that can help to alleviate the bandwidth burden of the centralized controller and reduce the 

latency in OpenFlow communications. This would enable the overall controlling processes to be 

split into smaller processes performed in different regions as long as better latency is preserved. 

This deployment helps to ensure that each network device has access to controlling capabilities 

everywhere with low delay and without increasing the traffic of the entire network. 
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Edge controlling is deployed in a hierarchical manner, where each controller is aware of 

only routing information related to its region. Fig. 3.4 shows the proposed SDN edge controlling 

regions. The locations of edge controllers are flexible: each edge controller can be directly 

connected to one or more switches covered inside its region via high-speed link to process its local 

data traffic efficiently. Moreover, each edge controller is responsible for managing traffic inside 

its assigned region as well as controlling any other edge controllers deployed under its coverage 

(which we can call child-controllers), while all the edge controllers are controlled by the main 

OpenFlow controller, and it has the ability to access any of them. The forward plane, which is 

represented by a set of interconnected network devices, shows a rich scenario of interactions: 

switch to switch, switch to controller, and interactions between other network devices. The 

hierarchical style of the proposed approach allows more interactions and responses for the 

communications between the controller and the switches. Each edge controller is deployed in an 

edge region of the network serving part of the forward plane in close proximity with a separate 

computing capacity provided for this edge. This separation can help in balancing traffic, avoiding 

congestions, and reducing the transmission delay between the control plane and the forward plane. 

 

Figure 3.4. Hierarchical edge coverages 
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Edge controlling provides an ideal platform to offload the main controller by delivering 

rich services at the edge for real-time interactions by performing traffic processing, data storing, 

and distribution services. The partial offloading processes allow each controller to perform fewer 

amounts of computations; however, the parent-controller will require a higher cost of storage in 

order to store information from its child-controllers. The number of edges is determined by the 

size of the network and the amount of data. Each edge controller has a separate computation and 

storage service that can be deployed at an edge region based on the convenience of its location. 

A.    Architecture 

In order to fully integrate this concept into the SDN architecture, a new module, denoted 

as controller agent, is introduced to manage the interactions between each edge controller and other 

edges. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the controller agent is in charge of the management of the interactions 

with other controllers by forwarding requests to its parent-controller or sending routing 

information to its child-controllers. In addition to that, the controller agent contains applications 

from the main previous controlling features to handle the forward plane of the network. 

 
Figure 3.5. Edge controller specification 
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B.    Overall Controlling Scheme  

Edge location is an important factor in serving a certain number of switches in lower 

latency. Fig. 3.6 shows the location and coverage of edge controllers. Edge storage contains data 

about its assigned region and can independently perform routing computation inside its region. 

The key tasks of the edge controller are as follows:  

i) The traditional controller's tasks of handling the traffic across the network 

infrastructure in addition to the collaboration with the upper application layer regarding 

additional network services.  

ii) Interacting with parent-controllers regarding requests that involve destinations that 

belong to different regions. 

iii) Interacting with child-controllers to respond to their requests. 

 

Figure 3.6. Location and coverage of overall edge controlling 
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The workflow of requests management of the proposed model is described in Fig. 3.7. For 

an arriving packets flow, the edge-controller is responsible for determining a routing path for that 

flow to be forwarded through. If the destination is not inside the same region assigned for this 

edge, the edge-controller forwards this request to its parent. Each controller can only find routes 

for destinations under its coverage. Then, if the destination is known to the parent, it replies with 

routing information. This reduces the processing effort of the main controller, while the controlling 

tasks are processed inside the edges. 

 
Figure 3.7. Overall controlling process 

 

3.3.2 Dedicated Backup Units (DBU) 

In traditional SDN-based networks, all controlling responsibilities are dedicated to a single 

controller, which means that this design can easily cause controller crashes. Generally, DBUs can 

be added around the SDN controller to ensure that the controlling capacity can withstand extreme 

conditions. Moreover, the controller can handle multiple different tasks in parallel by running 
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multiple DBUs, and each DBU can independently process a specific controlling task with respect 

to all rules and policies created by the controller.  

This approach does not remove the main controller’s capability to interact with the forward 

plane. The SDN controller still has access to the forward plane to apply any controlling services if 

needed. Furthermore, the controller has a dedicated direct access to the DBU to install any 

additional rules or policies. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the DBU is deployed near the SDN controller, 

so the DBU can directly access the main storage of the SDN controller to avoid a more time-

consuming data reading.  

The SDN controller is still the main unit that is responsible for handling all controlling 

tasks; however, if some tasks are consuming too much of the controlling capacity, the controller 

will pass these tasks to the desired DBUs. This model adds additional tasks and responsibilities to 

the controller by requiring a communication channel and related applications to enable sending 

and receiving messages from the DBUs. However, this enhancement allows the controller to run 

more than one DBU at the same time, which enables more complex tasks to be handled 

simultaneously. 

 
Figure 3.8. SDN architecture after adding DBU 
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The main specifications of the DBU are shown in Fig. 3.9, which contains the following elements:  

i) Core applications are designed for a specific task to support the main controller, 

such as route computing, traffic engineering, and mobility.  

ii) DBU/controlling channel allows the controller to access the local storage of the 

DBU so it can send messages or instructions.  

iii) Local storage is used for the DBU while it allows the controller to install processing 

rules and policies.  

iv) Controlling memory channel provides the DBU with a dedicated link to access the 

main controller memory, which is typically deployed inside the SDN controller and 

contains the main controlling data storage that stores all forward plane information.  

v) DBU/infrastructure communication channel allows the DBU to act as a controller, 

enabling interaction with the network devices. 

 
Figure 3.9. Specifications of the dedicated backup unit 
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Fig. 3.10 shows the same example as was used in Fig. 3.2 in which a controller performs a 

route processing while using a separate backup unit dedicated for only route computing operations. 

It has two communication channels: the first channel is to receive instructions from the SDN 

controller, and the second channel is to send route instructions to the network devices. Compared 

with the traditional case illustrated in Fig. 3.2, the controller here can use existing DBUs to handle 

extra tasks if it receives too many processing requests. This helps the controller operate in high 

load conditions in addition to performing parallel and simultaneous operations with less effort 

using multiple DBUs. 

 
Figure 3.10. Traffic processing workflow after adding DBU 

 

3.3.3 SDN Tiling Approach  

The proposed tiling approach aims to divide the network into several tiles such that each 

tile can independently employ parallel transmission based on its traffic status. The proposed tiling 

mechanism works better with huge networks in which the number of switches is high and so can 

lead a high number of tiles. It aims to use the overall network bandwidth better by allowing each 
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tile to increase the number of paths. The application of parallel routing depends on the status of 

each tile. For each flow traveling through a set of tiles, parallel transmission is employed by each 

tile, which means that traffic flows are transmitted along a high number of parallel paths; this is 

the main purpose of this study. This technique may add a small increment to the end-to-end delay 

of data transmission. However, it helps to exploit thoroughly all available links to perform data 

transmission, which can ultimately improve the overall transmission time by reducing the chances 

of having traffic congestion and bottlenecks. 

A.    Multiple Tiling 

The proposed multiple tiling technique is a grouping concept that can transmit a single 

traffic flow in parallel by subdividing it. To achieve multiple tiling, network switches are grouped 

into many tiles; the number of switches varies based on the distance and the status of the traffic 

between switches.  

The selection of tiles is based on the location and the connectivity of the network switches. 

The number of switches in each tile also depends on the reachability between the switches in the 

same tile; each switch should have more than one path available to reach other switches located 

inside the same tile.  

The process of subdividing the network into many groups aims to increase the number of 

parallel routes used to transmit each upcoming flow and therefore to reduce the load on the 

communication links. Each tile handles upcoming flows independently and operates 

simultaneously with other tiles. For each flow arriving at a tile, the tile finds the most qualified 

paths to split up and transmit the flow in parallel inside the tile. There is no limit to the number of 

parallel paths carrying the same flow. The number of parallel paths may increase based on the 

status of traffic inside each tile which the flow passes through. The number of paths used to 
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transmit a flow depends on the availability of the paths inside each tile and on the need for multiple 

paths. Note that some flows from different communication routes may share paths.   

B.    Parallel Routing Processing 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.11, for each traffic flow that is subdivided and transmitted over 

parallel paths, each subdivision of the flow will be processed and transmitted independently until 

it reaches its final destination.  

This means that the next tile receiving a single subdivision of a flow may also further 

subdivide this subdivision and transmit it over additional parallel paths. This will help to increase 

the number of links used in a single transmission of data. The selection of parallel paths is limited 

to whether the selected paths are not going to greatly reduce the transmission time. The main 

purpose here is to increase the number of parallel paths after taking into account all other 

parameters that may affect the transmission time.. 

 

Figure 3.11. Proposed tiling example 
3.4 Evaluation  

In this section, we implement a simulation environment to evaluate the results of the 

proposed model and to show a comparison between the traditional SDN approach compared to the 

proposed model. 
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A.    Implementation of SDN Edge Controlling 

To present preliminary results, we develop a simulation model using Python to show the 

effect of applying edge controlling on the performance of the control plane. We show a comparison 

between the traditional SDN controlling model and the proposed controlling model. Then, we 

evaluate the results of the controller load in addition to the results of the total processing latency 

to reply to a set of requests sent by the network devices. The evaluation results show an efficient 

improvement in the amount of data processed by the main SDN controller in addition to significant 

improvements to the total processing latency and the bandwidth usage. 

 

System Evaluated: 

The experimental studies contain processing of 10,000 new traffic flow with random 

sources and destinations. The first case is applied to a traditional SDN-based network that contains 

one SDN controller connected to 25 interconnected switches. The second case is applied to the 

proposed Edge controlling model. The evaluated network topology for the proposed model is 

previously described in Fig. 2. The main controller is responsible for handling a network of 25 

interconnected switches with the support of edge controllers. We assign some of the 25 switches 

to 3 additional edge controllers (edge A, edge B, and edge C). Edge Controllers C and B are 

assigned 9 switches each. Edge Controller A is a parent of B and C and assigned an additional 4 

switches. The main controller will be responsible for handling traffic coming from Edge Controller 

A and traffic from 3 additional switches.  
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Assumptions:  

In this simulation, we assume that all arriving traffic is new and has no matching entries in 

any flow table, which means that the controller has to process 100% of all arriving flows with no 

buffer delay. Other assumptions are as follow:  

• The processing time for each controller is equal to 245 μs. 

• The switch service delay is equal to 10.25 μs.  

• The packet length, bandwidth size, length of the physical links, and propagation speed are 

randomly selected while considering that the propagation delay is generally affected by the 

proximity effect.  

These values selected are based on earlier studies that have measured the processing time required 

for an OpenFlow-switch to transmit packets with/without the controller's interactions [56]. As a 

result, the measurements have shown that the switch mean service time lies between 4μs and 

16.5μs, while the average processing time needed for the controller to process incoming packets 

is between 220 μs and 245 μs per request. 

B.    Implementation of DBU 

In this evaluation, we analyze the behavior of the DBU model and provide a preliminary 

assessment of the controller load in terms of the processing load executed inside the controller. 

We developed a prototype for the DBU model by modifying components of the centralized 

controller and building an additional dedicated unit that can directly access the main controller 

storage. Although our design is generic, we chose to apply the route computing task for the 

dedicated unit. Our approach for DBU was implemented in Python. 

For the first case of building a traditional SDN, we implement an SDN-based infrastructure 

that sends 10,000 routing requests to the SDN controller. Then, we developed an SDN controller 
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to process arriving traffic and determine the routing path according to a specific built-in algorithm. 

For the same case, we integrated an external DBU node that receives requests from the controller, 

and we modified the components of the centralized controller to allow forwarding the overload 

requests to the DBU while enabling an external access from the DBU to the main controller 

memory.  

In this prototype, the DBU represents a dedicated route processing unit that aims to 

alleviate routing processing requests on the SDN controller. The DBU application consists of four 

modules: DBU/switches interface, DBU/controller interface, core functions, and real-time storage. 

To experiment with a large network, we implemented multiple hosts connected through OpenFlow 

switches to emulate the SDN infrastructure. 

System Evaluated and Assumptions: 

For this assessment, we assumed an SDN-based network with 32 interconnected switches 

as well as the following assumptions: 

• All arriving traffic flows are new, which require the controller interaction.  

• Total processing time of the controller is equal to 245 μs. 

• The total service time of each switch is equal to 10.25 μs.  

• The bandwidth size, packet length, and propagation speed are randomly selected. 

• Upcoming demand = 10,000 new routing requests sent to the controller. 

The values of the services time of the SDN controller and switches were selected based on 

earlier research that has evaluated the processing time required for an OpenFlow switch to transmit 

traffic flows with/without the interaction of the controller [56]. 
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Controller Effort Evaluation:  

In this evaluation, we measured the impact of the proposed model on the controller load, 

which shows a comparison between an SDN-based network with/without adding the DBU. We 

gave the controller different common tasks while considering the route processing task as the 

heaviest task. We assumed that the maximum number of routing requests the controller could 

process was 20,000 requests while considering any additional requests to be an overload.  

In the DBU model, the controller has the option to either run a DBU for only the overload 

requests or run the DBU for processing all routing requests. The results measurements were based 

on three different cases.  

The first case includes applying a traditional SDN model where the controller processes all 

routing requests besides its other tasks, consuming 100% of the controller processing capability.  

The second case includes running an SDN controller that forwards 100% of the incoming 

routing requests to the DBU, which means that the controller’s tasks have been alleviated to 

process some other tasks.  

The third case includes running an SDN controller that only forwards the overload requests, 

which means that the controller will process the routing requests as long as there is no overload; 

otherwise, it will forward the overload requests to the DBU. 

Controller and DBU Usage:  

In this evaluation, we assume that the capacity of the DBU is 50% when compared to the 

size of the SDN controller. As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, 15% of the controller’s capacity is available 

for servicing new demands. We also assume that this available capacity (15% of the controller) 

can service only 30% of the upcoming demand, which is equal to 3000 requests, without any 

additional delay. 
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Figure 3.12. Status of the evaluated controller 

C.    Implementation of SDN Tiling Approach 

In this experiment, we simulate SDN to evaluate the performance of the proposed tiling 

approach. The main objective of this experiment is to compare the results of traffic routing in two 

different cases: the proposed tiling technique and the traditional multiple parallel routing. This 

comparison includes bandwidth consumption and the average number of paths used for each data 

transmission process. 

For both cases, we held the following assumptions: 

• One SDN remote controller. 

• 32 interconnected OpenFlow-enabled switches. 

• 112 links used to connect the switches with each other over different distances. 

• For the proposed tiling technique, the network switches are grouped into four different 

tiles; each switch is grouped into one of these tiles. 

• 10,000 flows were generated with both random source and destination for each flow.  
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In this simulation, we grouped all inter-connected switches into several tiles. Grouping was 

based on the availability and accessibility of each switch. This way, multiple parallel transmission 

was easily obtained with little effect on the transmission time. 

3.5 Experimental Results and Discussion 

To present preliminary results, we show a comparison between the traditional SDN 

controlling model and the proposed model techniques in term of the controller load, bandwidth 

consumption, and controller capacity. 

A.    Impacts of the Edge Controlling on the Network Performance 

Table 2.1 illustrates the load size on each controller to process requests coming from 25 

network devices. The results shown in Table 1 are based on a comparison between a traditional 

SDN-based network and the proposed edge controlling model in processing the same workload. 

In a normal case, the traditional SDN controller has to handle 100% of the entire load. The 

proposed edge controlling model shows that the load has been effectively spread out between the 

main controller and three different edge controllers. Therefore, the load on the main controller has 

been reduced to 23%, and edge controllers A, B and C handle 65%, 37%, and 29%, respectively. 

The results also show that 70% of routing requests processed by Edge Controller C and 63% of 

requests processed by Edge Controller B have destinations that are outside their regions; this 

requires the involvement of Edge Controller A. The results also show 4% of routing requests 

processed by Edge Controller A have destinations that are outside region A, which requires the 

involvement of the main controller. 
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Table 3.1. Controller load results 

Controller Coverage Total Load  Forwarded 
Requests  

Traditional SDN 
Controller 25 Switches 100% 0% 

Proposed Model 
Main Controller 

3 Switches & 
Edge A 23% 0% 

Edge A 4 Switches & 
Edge B & C 65% 4% 

Edge B 9 Switches 37% 63% 

Edge C 9 Switches 29% 70% 

Fig. 3.13 illustrates the total processing time taken by the controllers to process requests 

coming from the same case employed previously. The first result shows that the total processing 

time of a traditional SDN controller is equal to 249 ms for 1,000 requests, and it increases to 2,413 

ms for 10,000 requests. 

 
Figure 3.13. Total processing time of the controllers 
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The second result of Fig. 3.13 shows the average total processing time for the proposed 

edge controllers is equal to 93 ms for 1,000 requests, and it increases to 927 ms for 10,000 requests. 

The total processing time of the main controller has been reduced to 56 ms for 1,000 requests and 

553 ms for 10,000 requests. 

Fig. 3.14 illustrates the entire bandwidth usage to process requests coming from the same 

case employed previously. It demonstrates the average of the total amount of requests transmitted 

in each link, and the results show that the bandwidth usage has been reduced with an average value 

of 45%. As we can see, our results have confirmed the importance of integrating edge controlling 

into SDN-based networks to significantly help in reducing the load on the main controller and 

bringing substantial improvement to the processing times of routing requests. Results also show 

that edge controlling enables network devices to reach real-time responses with lower latency, 

minimum bandwidth, and fewer hops. 

 

Figure 3.14. Average amount of requests transmitted in each link 
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B.    Impacts of the Enhancement of the DBUs on the Controlling Capacity 

Controller Effort Results: 

In this evaluation, we compared the controller load between the traditional SDN approach 

and the proposed DBU model. From the comparison results shown in Fig. 3.15, in the traditional 

SDN case, we observed that the controller processing capabilities decreased rapidly with the 

increase in routing requests, affecting the overall controlling performance.  

In the proposed model, the results depend on which case is selected. If the controller 

forwards 100% of the entire route processing tasks to the DBU, then the controller load is 

effectively reduced by 89%. In the other case, if the controller forwards only the overload requests, 

then the controller load is effectively reduced by 30%. 

 
Figure 3.15. Comparison of the controller load between the traditional SDN approach  

and the proposed DBU model 
 

Controller and DBU Usage Results: 

In case 1 (as illustrated in Fig. 3.16), in which the controller handles 100% of the demand, 

we can see that the service-time delay gradually increases because the controller can service only 
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30% of the demand, while the remaining 70% of demand experiences an additional delay. In case 

2, where the DBU handles 100% of the demand, we can see that the service time is stable and 

increases linearly. In case 3, where the controller forwards 70% of the demand to the DBU, the 

first 60% of the demand is serviced in parallel by the main SDN controller and the DBU, which 

provides a faster service time, while the remaining 40% of demand experiences normal service 

time because it is serviced only by the DBU. 

 
Figure 3.16 Comparison of the total service time 

Finally, we demonstrated the feasibility of the DBU. When compared to the traditional 

SDN approach, this experimental study confirmed that the enhancement of the DBUs shows a 

significant decrease in the overall controller load. Therefore, by adding more dedicated units, the 

controller will be able to withstand higher loads. 
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C.    Impacts of the Tiling Approach on the Network Traffic Load 

 

Amount of Routes Used: 

In this experiment, we evaluated the impact of the proposed model on the number of paths 

used to transfer the arriving flows. In traditional multiple path routing, we observed that the 

number of paths used to transfer each flow was between two and three parallel paths, while the 

proposed multiple tiling technique enabled the network to use between two and eight parallel paths 

to transmit a single flow. As we can see in Fig. 3.17, the proposed model shows a notable increase, 

of approximately 55%, in the number of paths used to transfer data. 

 
Figure 3.17. The average number of routes used per flow 
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Bandwidth Usage: 

In this experiment, we evaluated the impact of enabling a multiple tiling technique on 

overall bandwidth consumption, and we compared the outcomes of the traditional multiple path 

routing case and of the proposed model case. As we can see in Fig. 3.18, the proposed tiling model 

shows a significant decrease, of approximately 32%, in average bandwidth usage. This decrease 

was caused by the increase in the number of links used to transfer data from the same flow. 

 
Figure 3.18. Average bandwidth usage 

As we can see, because of the improvement in the number of parallel routes involved in 

each data transmission process, there was a significant reduction in the overall bandwidth 

consumption over the entire network’s communication links. This improvement may add a small 

increment to the total transmission time. However, this small increment can greatly improve the 

overall load balancing process, improve bandwidth usage, and therefore, reducing the chances of 

having traffic congestion. 
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3.6 Summary  

SDN is a promising approach to computer networks that adapts to current changes and 

innovations in information technology. Despite the various advantages of the SDN, there are many 

critical issues that may lead to network failure, when a single controller becomes responsible for 

processing all network tasks. In this research, we focus on the physical proximity between an SDN 

controller and network devices which is an important factor to improve network performance. In 

this paper, we come up with a new framework for combining edge computing with SDN and show 

better performance in handling high data processing in SDN. We propose an edge controlling 

framework by bringing the computing and storage services in the proximity of network devices so 

that the load on the main SDN controller can be alleviated, and the total delay between the switches 

and the controllers is minimized. In addition, the edge controlling can help in balancing data traffic, 

avoiding congestions in SDN networks, and reducing the transmission delay between the control 

plane and the forward plane. We also introduce a dedicated backup unit that is designed to 

complement the centralized controlling approach of SDN in order to reduce the burden on the main 

SDN controller and thus enable it to absorb more duties. Finally, we introduce a multiple tiling 

technique that increases the application of parallel routing over the entire network. It aims to 

employ as many paths as possible between the source and destination in order to reduce the chances 

of having traffic congestion and improve load balancing performance. The simulation results 

demonstrate that edge-based controlling can significantly manage higher network load while 

maintaining lower latency. Moreover, the DBU results have significantly reduced the load on the 

main controller by approximately 30% without affecting the total processing time while the 

advantage of the multiple tiling technique has significantly reduced the bandwidth consumption 

by 32%. As a future work, we plan to extend the proposed model to support more than one SDN 
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controller, with the aim to address some of the major issues associated with distributed 

architectures. 
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CHAPTER 4   

 A TRUSTED SELF-ROUTING APPROACH TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF 

SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS 

In Software-defined networking (SDN), the centralized networking practice introduces 

various vulnerabilities to the network that may affect the controlling performance of the network. 

In this paper we introduce a different technique for software-defined networks, which involves 

self- routing so that the amount of data transmitted by the SDN controller is minimized with respect 

to the network operations. The proposed technique aims to utilize the transmitted traffic flows 

through which the controller interaction can be reduced. In this way, the high transmission effort 

pertaining to the controller are effectively handled and it does not require any new resources as 

well. The proposed self-routing model is challenged by the need for a verification technique to 

assure a well-behaving traffic flows. Hence, a traffic behavior monitoring technique is also 

proposed in this paper that compares the status of traffic flows with the provided instructions and 

makes sure that they are compatible. This process also leads towards increased trust between the 

SDN controller and the infrastructure it controls. According to our simulation of the proposed 

model, the amount of data transmitted by the controller is reduced by almost 85%, as observed in 

the results of the experiment. 

4.1 Introduction  

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a centralized organization of computer networking 

in which all network switches are controlled and monitored by a single remote controller. Similar 

to any other centralized designs, having a single unit to control the entire network with a large 

number of nodes will introduce new vulnerabilities and challenges that require the controller to be 

involved in most network operations, an issue that entails greater consideration. In this study, we 
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propose a self-routing technique for software-defined networks to reduce the number of 

interactions of the SDN controller in network operations. Our model follows a different technique 

to address the controller’s limitations by utilizing the transmitted traffic flows to reduce controller 

interactions without requiring any additional resources. To evaluate the impact of the proposed 

model, we implement a testbed network in order to measure and analyze the behavior of the 

proposed self-routing technique. The experiment results suggest a significant decrease of 

approximately 85% in the number of interactions between the controller and the network devices.  

Additionally, in order to confirm a successful self-routing, we design a routing 

authentication mechanism to ensure that the self-routing technique is processed properly according 

to the controller instructions. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is challenged by the need 

for an efficient method for traffic monitoring against misbehaving traffic flows. The growing trend 

toward information technology increases the amount of data travelling over the network links. The 

problem of detecting anomalies in data streams has increased with the growth of internet 

connectivity. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new concept of computer networking that 

can adapt and support these growing trends. However, the centralized nature of the SDN design is 

challenged by the need for an efficient method for traffic monitoring against traffic anomalies 

caused by misconfigured devices or ongoing attacks. In this work, we propose a new model for 

traffic behavior monitoring that aims to ensure trusted communication links between the network 

devices. The main objective of this model is to confirm that the behavior of the traffic streams 

matches the instructions provided by the SDN controller, which can help to increase the trust 

between the SDN controller and its covered infrastructure components. According to our 

preliminary implementation, the behavior monitoring unit is able to read all traffic information 

and perform a validation process that reports any mismatching traffic to the controller. 
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In addition, there is a need for a security design to protect the self-routing elements in the 

communication links from potential attacks. For this reason, we propose an SDN security model 

that applies the moving target defense (MTD) technique to protect communication links from 

sensitive data leakages. MTD is a security solution aimed at increasing complexity and uncertainty 

for attackers by concealing sensitive information that may serve as a gateway from which to launch 

different types of attacks. The proposed MTD-based security model is intended to protect user 

identities contained in transmitted messages in a way that prevents network intruders from 

identifying the real identities of senders and receivers. According to the results from preliminary 

experiments, the proposed MTD model  has potential to protect the identities contained in 

transmitted messages within communication links. This work will be extended to protect sensitive 

data if an attacker gets access to the network device. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief summary 

of the SDN architecture and early work related to the proposed self-routing technique. Section 3 

introduces the proposed technique used in the current research. In Section 4, we describe the 

implementation of a self-routing SDN-based network and provide an experimental evaluation of 

the proposed technique, and in Section 5, we present the experimental results and compare them 

with typical software-defined networks. In Section 6, we present a summary of the proposed work. 

4.2 Literature Survey  

In this section, we briefly summarize the main components of SDN and previous works 

that are related to the proposed model. 

As previously stated, SDN is a centralized organization of computer networking in which 

all network devices are controlled and monitored by a single unit, called the SDN remote 

controller. By applying the SDN design, the old local controller located inside each network device 
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will be removed, and the network architecture provides a centralized remote controller that has 

access to each network device. The SDN architecture aims to increase network flexibility, simplify 

the development and management of computer networks, and provide a more flexible design that 

can adapt to new changes [25]. 

As shown in Fig.4.1, the SDN architecture is composed of three main layers, which are as 

follows [31], [32]: 

i. The control layer, which is located in the middle and contains predefined controlling 

applications. This layer represents the SDN remote controller and is responsible for 

monitoring network traffic across the entire network and providing network devices 

with all guiding instructions regarding the routing and forwarding information. 

ii. The data forwarding layer, which indicates that the network infrastructure is located at 

the bottom and contains a set of network devices. This layer is responsible for carrying 

and forwarding network traffic based on instructions provided by the control layer. 

Each network device has a flow-table that stores forwarding instructions, called SDN 

entries, which are provided by the SDN controller. These instructions are applied to the 

corresponding traffic flows. 

iii. The application layer, which is located at the top and represents the business 

applications. This layer provides the network with additional features and services, 

such as load balancing, traffic engineering, and policy enforcement. 
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Figure 4.6. SDN Components 

OpenFlow is the first SDN protocol that allows a single controller to access and manipulate 

the network infrastructure. The general architecture of OpenFlow components encompasses an 

OpenFlow remote controller, OpenFlow-enabled switches, and an OpenFlow communication 

channel [24], [56]. We focus on OpenFlow-enabled switches because these are used to adapt the 

security model proposed in this work.  

The OpenFlow remote controller basically represents the controller layer. On the basis of 

network size and traffic volume, the controller layer may incorporate one or more OpenFlow 

remote controllers to monitor and control an entire network. The primary tasks of a remote 

controller are to process newly arriving traffic data and send forwarding instructions to network 

devices involved in handling certain traffic flow. 

OpenFlow-enabled switches encapsulate newly arriving traffic packets and forward them 

to the controller requesting new instructions regarding these packets. After the controller 
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determines a specific route through which a set of switches can pass, the switches involved in the 

operation receive routing instructions that are kept in local storage located inside switches called 

flow tables. Each switch then forwards the packets with reference to the provided instructions [77]. 

Flow tables are used to determine the required action for each arriving traffic flow. They contain 

a set of entries, each composed of matching fields (such as the IP addresses of sources and 

destinations), the associated action assigned for a given traffic flow, and some statistical 

information. For each arriving packet, therefore, a switch extracts a packet’s header information 

and compares it with the information in a flow table. If a matching entry is found in the flow table, 

then the switch executes the associated action; otherwise, it encapsulates the packet and forwards 

it to the controller. 

An OpenFlow communication channel is an application programming interface between 

an OpenFlow remote controller and OpenFlow-enabled switches. It enables a programmable 

network’s infrastructure and provides the controller access to network devices that can be used to 

manipulate the network devices, as in the case of populating flow tables. 

A.    The Traffic Flow Forwarding Process in a Typical SDN-based Network 

For each traffic flow arriving at an OpenFlow switch, the switch will extract the header 

information and check if the flow tables contain a matching entry. If a matching entry is found, 

the switch forwards this flow based on the required action contained in the found entry. Otherwise, 

if no matching entry is found, the switch will encapsulate the packets and send them to the 

controller for further actions. The controller will process the flow and determine a route path where 

the flow should be transmitted. Then, the controller sends SDN entries to all OpenFlow switches 

involved in this route to inform them about the required output ports for this flow [68]. 
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Figure 4.7. Traffic Flow Forwarding Process in a Typical SDN 

B.    Potential Traffic Anomalies on the Communication Links 

The following are some of the network traffic threats that can cause major disruption in 

network communication links: 

• Misconfiguration issues such as network devices that are misconfigured by the 

network administrator, including the misconfiguration of the routers, gateways, or 

firewall, which may cause unexpected network behavior, resulting in all traffics 

being delayed or dropped. 

• Attacking network components, which include exposure to network vulnerabilities 

that compromise and manipulate network resources, such as modifying existing 
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network applications, inserting malicious files, or damaging the authentication 

functions [72]. 

• Attacking the network protocols and the Gateways, which include distributed 

denial of service attacks (DDOS) or man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM), by 

exploiting weaknesses of attack-detection services [73]. 

The proposed monitoring scheme aims to discover network traffic threats in real-time by 

monitoring all network links where a threat is perceived. 

C.    Asymmetric Secret Keys 

The idea of the proposed self-routing technique is derived from asymmetric public key 

cryptography techniques, which use private and public keys to encrypt and decrypt messages. 

Public/private keys are two large identical numbers that are related to each other and can be paired 

together by applying mathematical transformation. The public key can be securely shared with any 

external party, whereas the private key is kept secret and can be used to decrypt/encrypt messages. 

Our model aims to use public/private keys while enhancing and relying on more parameters for 

encryption and decryption processes, including internet protocol (IP) addresses and port numbers 

[69]. 

D.    Moving Target Defense (MTD) and Network Threats 

Man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks are one of the most common types of threats designed 

to steal confidential information, such as account details, login credentials, and credit card 

information. In MitM attacks, an attacker secretly eavesdrops on the communication between two 

end-hosts and possibly modifies or delivers a false message to each of them. This kind of attack 

usually relies on IP address spoofing, which is a typical technique for concealing the identity of a 
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source by creating IP packets with a fake source IP address and subsequently gaining unauthorized 

access to resources.  

One of the core actions that intruders need to initiate an attack is to uncover sensitive 

information about a targeted network, such as protocol information, network topologies, IP 

addresses, media access control (MAC) addresses, and many more. Network reconnaissance and 

static configurations enable attackers to discover a network and collect sensitive information about 

it. These attacks can be prevented via MTD, which is a proactive protection approach that is 

applicable to hardware, software, networks, or any other systems with information that requires 

safeguarding. MTD increases complexity and uncertainty for attackers by continuously changing 

sensitive information across a network and thereby elevating network diversity. Thus, the main 

aim of MTD is to create a dynamic and diverse environment in order to prevent such attacks at 

early stages [78]. 

E.    Network Address Translation (NAT) 

NAT is a network mapping technique that assigns a public IP address to several hosts in a 

small network to allow them to access the Internet. It is aimed at limiting the amount of public IP 

addresses that a network must use for different scalability and security purposes. NAT is usually 

installed in network devices to enable them to provide one-to-one or one-to-many translations of 

IP addresses. Other uses for NAT include concealing IP addresses (usually private ones) behind 

other public addresses, which helps ensure privacy while data are sent and received. 
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4.3 Proposed Model  

4.3.1 A Self-Routing Technique  

In modern data communication, end hosts can exchange messages and communicate with 

one another by transmitting packets through a set of network devices and links. Routing and 

switching are two main functions used to determine and transfer packets through specific routing 

paths [64]. The control plane mainly performs the routing function, which helps determine the 

single/multi-hop routing path of any traffic flow from senders to receivers and which require 

considering global information about network status. Meanwhile, the data forwarding plane is 

mainly responsible for the switching function, including carrying and transmitting traffic flows 

between sources and destinations through a routing path that is already determined and specified 

by the control plane [37]. 

In traditional networks, each network device contains two planes—the control plane and 

the data forwarding plane [65]. Software-defined networking (SDN) is a centralized form of 

network architecture that relies on a centralized unit (the SDN controller) to handle the entire 

network traffic, which requires substantial computation and storage capabilities. The SDN 

controller is responsible for organizing and controlling the entire network. SDN helps simplify 

network organization and management by providing flexible and easily extendable communication 

frameworks. SDN enables networks to be organized from a logically centralized global unit, which 

increases monitoring and controlling capabilities. Similar to any other centralized organizations, 

having a single unit to control the entire network will introduce new vulnerabilities and challenges 

in maintaining the stability, performance, and security of the network [63]. 

Computer networks are usually composed of many network devices connecting end-hosts 

to one another and to other networks, requiring the transmission of enormous amounts of data 
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between them. From a performance perspective, the SDN architecture requires a controller with 

very high performance to handle this case [66]. The increasing interest in SDN has led to different 

studies that aim to improve the centrality approach of SDN [67]. Previous researches have 

introduced different controlling mechanisms for SDN to increase its centralization concept 

capabilities, such as applying distributed centralized controllers and parallelism controlling 

techniques [50]-[53]. These studies successfully improved the performance of the control plane 

and increased its scalability. However, these approaches increased controller capabilities, and they 

may be limited by a substantial increase in the amount of data transmitted. This scenario requires 

greater consideration, including the cost of adding new resources and synchronization efforts. 

The solution to this issue is not limited to improving the performance of the controller. The 

way all network components interact with one another can be optimized to reduce the burden on 

the main controller. Our model follows a different technique of addressing the controller’s 

limitations by utilizing the transmitted traffic flows to reduce controller interaction; as a result, any 

additional resources are not required. This also can be applied as an additional technique that can 

work on distributed multi-controllers, which can help to benefit more from the previous researches 

of such a distributed controlling design. The programmability and flexibility of SDN can enable 

us to consider different ways of controlling techniques. The SDN controller has the ability to 

perform more functions than it does in traditional networking, which means we can determine 

different ways to improve these techniques. In this study, we propose a self-routing technique for 

software-defined networks to reduce the interactions of the SDN controller, therefore reducing the 

burden on the main controller. 

The main objective of the proposed technique is to enable network devices to determine 

the desired output ports for incoming traffic with less involvement from the SDN controller. We 
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try to implement this mechanism without moving any of the controlling functions to the network 

devices in order to avoid data conflicts and synchronizations issues. Previously, the SDN controller 

is responsible for delivering routing instructions to each network device to guide it on how to 

handle upcoming traffic flows. In this model, we focus on the content of the traffic flows 

transferred between network devices, where routing instructions are added to the traffic flows. 

Therefore, for each arriving traffic flow at any network device, the flow itself will also be carrying 

routing instructions to guide the network device on which action should be applied. We mainly 

focus our work on the first packet of each incoming flow; we make some changes to the packet 

header by adding some values that are used to distribute SDN entries to all switches. 

In summary, the contribution of this study is as follows: 

• We introduce a self-routing technique for SDN networks to enable network devices to 

handle upcoming traffic flows with less involvement of the SDN controller. 

• We design a routing authentication mechanism to ensure that the self-routing technique 

is processed properly according to the controller instructions. 

A.    Self-Routing 

The self-routing mechanism mainly relies on utilizing the transmitted data between 

switches to add some routing instructions that can be used by each switch receiving the data to 

determine the desired output. It is important that each switch contains an authentication function 

in order to consider the integrity and reliability of routing instructions. 

In the proposed self-routing technique, the first packet of each traffic flow is assigned a 

stack of labels. Forwarding instructions are delivered solely through the content of these labels. 

The primary benefit is a reduction in the number of SDN entries distributed by the SDN controller, 

which therefore, helps decrease the burden on the SDN controller and increases its scalability. 
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Instead of the controller distributing entries to each switch involved in a communication 

path, routing instructions will be added as extension labels to the arriving traffic flows. For each 

new traffic flow arriving at an OpenFlow switch, the switch receives a stack of routing labels from 

the SDN controller, affixes the routing labels to the first packet of the arriving new traffic flow, 

and forwards it to the next hop switch involved in this route. These routing labels will be used by 

other switches on the same routing path to store the route instruction (new SDN entry) in their 

flow-tables, while processing is always done on the first (top) label and the remaining stack 

(routing instructions) is passed to the next involved switch. 

B.    Routing Labels 

As stated previously, the forwarding instructions are added as routing labels to the first 

packet of each new upcoming traffic flow, in which the content data are organized in a stack 

format, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The arrangement of the labels’ stack follows a particular order in 

which the distributions are performed; each switch pulls and removes the first routing label it finds 

at the top of the label stack [70]. 

Port_Num (1st Switch) Route_Key_1st 

Port_Num (2nd Switch) Route_Key_2nd 

⋮ ⋮ 

Port_Num (Nth Switch) Route_Key_Nth 

Header[] 

Flow_Matching_Fields[] 

Data[] 

Figure 4.3. The first packet of each flow after adding a stack of labels. 

Authentication is applied to ensure that the routing instructions transmitted within the 

traffic flows are created by the controller. We add small unique routing_key numbers to each label 

inside the stack, in which each key will be used by a specific switch to apply the authentication 
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process. The routing_key is a unique number processed by the controller to be used by switches in 

order to ensure that no change occurs to the delivered data. On the other side, each switch will be 

permanently assigned with an identical switch private key (switch_key) that should exactly match 

the result of the combination of the routing_key and the forwarding data, including the source IP 

(IP_src), the destination IP (IP_dest), and the switch output port number (Output_port). The last 

label located at the bottom of the stack should contain zero values, which can be used to indicate 

that the receiver switch is considered for the last hop in this traffic route. This technique aims to 

ensure that each switch receives the exact entry processed by the controller; if any changes occur 

to the source/destination IP addresses or the port number, the result of the combination of the 

routing_key and the forwarding data will not match the switch_key. 

C.    Controller Tasks 

For each new traffic flow arriving at an OpenFlow switch, the controller is responsible for 

determining a routing path and sending guiding instructions (SDN entries) to the switch regarding 

this flow, including the required action. In this step, instead of the controller distributing SDN 

entries to all switches, the controller creates a stack of routing labels and sends it to the first switch 

to be added to the first packet of the traffic flow. Then, each OpenFlow switch can pull its destined 

label from the stack and pass the remaining stack along with the first packet of the traffic flow. As 

all destined network switches will apply a forwarding action to the traffic flow, except for the last 

switch that may sometimes apply different types of actions, the controller here will additionally 

have to send only one SDN entry to the last switch involved in this traffic route. 

The main parameters included in the entry distribution process include the following: 

• Route_key: a unique key generated by the controller assigned to a specific label 

destined for a specific OpenFlow switch. 
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• Switch_key: an identical key stored permanently inside each switch to be used for 

authentication purposes. The controller is the only unit that has a list of all switches 

and their switch_key numbers.  

• Output_port: We also include the output port number to which the controller typically 

wants the intended traffic flow to be forwarded by the switches.  

• IP_dest: the destination’s IP address, which typically exists in any networking packet. 

• IP_src: the source’s IP address, which typically exists in any networking packet; 

considering this in the process is important to avoid any changes in the route. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.4, for each new traffic flow arriving at an OpenFlow switch, the 

controller uses the following function to apply a mathematical combination for generating the 

route_key numbers to be added to the stack of labels. 

Route_key = combine(IP_src, IP_dest, Output_port, Switch_key) 

 

Figure 4.4. Example of how the controller processes new traffic flows in the proposed model 
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D.    Switch Tasks 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.5, for each new arriving traffic flow, the OpenFlow switch will pull 

the top label information and store it in its flow-table along with the source/destination IP 

addresses. Before the information is stored, the switch should apply an authentication process to 

ensure that this information is really sent by the controller. The authentication process includes the 

following function: Switch_key = authenticate(IP_src, IP_dest, Output_port, Route_key) 

 
Figure 4.5. Example of how the switch receives SDN entries in the proposed model 

This function applies a mathematical combination between the source IP address, the 

destination IP address, the intended output port number, and the received route_key. If the result 

of this combination matches the switch_key number, which is already stored inside the switch, 

then this packet will be considered safe and will be transmitted to the next hop. Otherwise, the 

switch should communicate with the controller in case any mismatching occurs. For any arriving 

packet, there should be a stack of labels containing a set of information that will be processed 

further by the OpenFlow switch. In case the stack of labels does not contain any more values (the 
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last label contains zero values), this means that the OpenFlow switch is the last switch determined 

for this traffic flow and should look at its flow-table to find the required action. In case the received 

packet does not contain a stack of labels, this packet will be considered a new traffic flow and will 

be encapsulated and forwarded to the controller for further actions. 

E.    The Traffic Flow Forwarding Process in the Proposed Model 

Fig 4.6. represents the forwarding process of traffic flows of the proposed model compared 

with Fig. 4.2, which represents the typical SDN forwarding process. In the proposed model, for 

each new traffic flow arriving at an OpenFlow switch, the switch will check if the first packet 

contains a stack of labels. If not, it will send it to the controller; otherwise, it will pull the SDN 

entry information from the stack. If this is new traffic, the controller will process this traffic, 

provide a routing path, generate the route_key numbers, and send these back to the first switch to 

be added to the first packet. This traffic will be forwarded through the determined route, while the 

first packet of the flow will be used by each switch to pull its routing instructions. 

 
Figure 4.6. Traffic Flow Forwarding Process in the Proposed Model 
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4.3.2 Incorporating Monitoring Points to Ensure Trusted Links  

Recent improvements in computer networking have created a need for methods and 

techniques of monitoring data traffic that travelling through the network. The traditional approach 

of transmitting traffic data between multiple network devices is controlled using predefined 

routing information stored internally in each network device. Software-Defined Networking 

(SDN) is a new vision of the networking architecture that centralizes the route-controlling function 

of the transferred data to provide better organization from a high-level perspective [30]. SDN is 

expected to offer new applications and services that will benefit all network designs such as cloud 

computing and internet of things. However, it will make the deployment of a single remote 

controller for the centrality of the control plane impractical because of the requirements for high-

performing networks. The centralized network design is challenged by the need for an efficient 

method of traffic controlling and monitoring against those traffic anomalies caused by 

misconfigured devices or ongoing attacks [38].  

The growing trend toward information technology, such as smart cities and cloud 

computing causes numerous situations where network traffic must be monitored. The problem of 

detecting such traffic anomalies has increased with the growth of internet connectivity [71]. This 

requires advanced principles of monitoring traffic flows that provide high-level processing and 

monitoring so that the traffic flows in each communication link can be trusted and behave in a 

normal manner as expected for its intended purpose. 

The entire components of the SDN infrastructure plane require remote management of their 

functionalities by the SDN controller. However, the SDN controller is required to handle all other 

network operations, including traffic management and monitoring. Therefore, this centralized 

approach requires a high computation effort by the controller, whereas the entire network 
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performance totally depends on the capabilities of the controller. Incorporating behavior-

monitoring techniques could increase trust in the network links and help the SDN controller to run 

more efficiently while having trust relationships with the infrastructure components. The more 

trust there is in the controller, the less monitoring effort the controller will have to put in. 

In this paper, we focus on the question of how to ensure trusted traffic flows. The 

monitoring scheme proposed in this paper relies on real-time data collected by link monitoring 

devices that help us to reach our major goal of ensuring a trusted communication links, and which 

can then be added to the network without having to change the current network devices. The main 

objective of this model is to ensure that the behavior of the traffic flows matches the instructions 

provided by the SDN controller. Furthermore, it accelerates the identification and the locations of 

traffic anomalies to prevent misconfigured network devices or ongoing attacks in its early stages. 

 

A.    Monitoring Model 

The proposed monitoring model is an enhancement over a typical OpenFlow structure. The 

monitoring scheme is divided into “Link Monitoring Devices” that reads flows of packets in all 

links and sends their information to the “Behavior Monitoring Unit,” which is used to analyze the 

behavior of the traffic data. More generally, the model is structured in two parts, as shown in Fig. 

4.7. The monitoring devices are installed in each link while the behavior monitoring unit is 

installed in the middle, between the control layer and the infrastructure layer to provide accesses 

to both layers. Note: this monitoring framework can be applied to all network links or to specific 

links selected based on priorities given by the controller regarding the network traffic status. 

To establish trust communications in SDN design, the network must contain security 

components that enable the network to form a trust environment. These components include link 
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monitoring devices and observation units to convey trust to the main controller. To incorporate the 

monitoring framework, we installed link monitoring devices into the network communication links 

in order to provide live monitoring. Link monitoring devices were used to monitor packets after 

they leave each switch, as well as before entering any switch, and send packets’ information and 

time to the behavior monitoring unit. 

 

Figure 4.7. Example of SDN architecture after adding behavior monitoring unit. 

 

The behavior monitoring unit stores real-time traffic data collected by the network 

monitoring devices to ensure that the behavior of the traffic flows is reacting based on the 

controller’s instructions. It aims to improve communication trust by applying effective network 

traffic analysis applications such as bandwidth usage monitoring, traffic and performance analysis, 

packets leaving and arriving time, and malicious traffic flow identification.  
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The behavior monitoring unit is built with two internal tables, illustrated in Fig. 4.8:  

1. Typical Network Behavior Table, with an interface channel to add and remove 

potential flow information by the controller. Potential flow information should 

correspond to the routing instructions that have been sent to the network devices.  

2. Current Network Behavior Table, with an interface monitoring channel to store 

information about the current flow behavior. Our goal is to consistently validate the 

forwarding responses to the routing instructions provided by the controller. 

 

Figure 4.8. Idealized behavior monitoring unit. The typical network behavior storage is installed 
by the SDN controller. 
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4.3.3 Moving Target Defense Technique to Secure Communication Links  

Network data communication is simply an electronic process involving message 

transmission between two parties and across multiple network devices for messages to reach their 

destinations. Traditionally, each network device serves two main functions, namely, routing 

(control plane) and switching (forwarding plane). Routing pertains to the processing of arriving 

data and the determination of communication routes, whereas switching refers to the carriage and 

forwarding of packets through identified routes. Software-defined networking (SDN) is an 

innovative approach to computer networking as it eliminates the need for the control plane in 

network devices and provides a single remote controller that can monitor and regulate all network 

devices [30], [38].  

SDN has a positive impact on the recent growth and innovation of computer networking, 

including cloud computing, the internet of things, data centers, and mobile technology. It also has 

a centrality feature that enables a global view, which supports network security with full visibility 

of all network elements. Despite the above-mentioned advantages of SDN, however, it still 

introduces new security challenges that require novel measures of adaptation. For example, 

network intruders can easily access data in communication links and expose certain identities (such 

as IP addresses) detected from transmitted messages. Protecting IP addresses in network links 

while ensuring the availability of network resources remains an important challenge [74–75]. 

These problems prompts studies on protecting sensitive data that traverse communication links. 

One of the protective measures arising from such research is moving target defense (MTD), which 

is designed to prevent network intruders from accessing sensitive information that exists in a 

network by continually changing and shifting the configuration of the network [76]. The challenge 
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presented by this approach is that it requires a single entity to ensure a properly functioning 

framework that suits an SDN environment.  

In this paper, we introduce a security model that applies MTD techniques in SDN-based 

networks to protect the identities of senders and receivers contained in transmitted messages within 

communication links. The model’s main objective is to limit the exposure of end-host identities in 

communication links by using random and nondeterministic IP addresses. This aim is challenged 

by the continuous shifting and changing of end-hosts’ IP addresses while ensuring the availability 

of network resources. The proposed approach is not limited to the protection of IP addresses, it is 

equally applicable to the protection of any other sensitive data, such as MAC addresses. 

A.    Proposed MTD-Based Technique 

The model put forward in this work conceals real_IP addresses included in every packet 

that travels within a communication link from intruders who can capture outgoing traffic data. 

Network attackers can identify end-hosts in a network using IP addresses, usually relying on 

previously used IP addresses to steal secret information from such hosts. They use packet sniffer 

tools to capture data transmitted over communication links. Our model protects transmitted data 

by replacing the real_IP addresses in each packet with random fake IP addresses (called 

passing_IP addresses) using MTD and NAT techniques, thereby preventing an attacker that 

captures outgoing traffic data to find the real_IP addresses of senders and receivers. Furthermore, 

the attacker will fail to re-use passing_IP addresses in future communication because of the 

MTD’s continuous shifting technique. 
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B.    Architecture 

Fig. 4.9 presents the organization of the proposed model, which comprises three main 

components, the NAT mapping table, MTD unit, and a secure communication channel. These 

components work together in parallel with the main OpenFlow switching functions in order to rely 

on the instructions stored in the flow tables while utilizing MTD techniques. 

 

Figure 4.9. Components of the Proposed MTD Model 
1. NAT Mapping Table: We enhance the NAT services in each switch to ensure the 

continuous availability of MTD feature in network devices. For each IP address 

stored in a flow-table,  a corresponding passing_IP address is stored in the NAT 

mapping table (as illustrated in Fig. 4.10). 
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Figure 4.10. Communication Using Passing_IP Addresses 
 

2. MTD Unit: The MTD unit is a separate secure element that creates random 

passing_IP addresses for each source and destination contained in arriving packets. 

This unit receives instructions from the controller regarding current and potential 

traffic. After the controller populates flow tables with routing instructions, it will 

notify the MTD unit to create passing_IP addresses for both sender and receiver 

and populates the NAT mapping table with these addresses. After communication 

between two parties is closed, the controller notifies the MTD unit of such 

completion to prompt the creation of new passing_IP addresses and using these to 

replace the old addresses to ensure that no intruders can use previously generated 

passing_IP addresses. 

3. Secure Communication Channel: The secure communication channel is used for 

data transmission between the MTD unit and the OpenFlow switches. It allows the 

MTD unit to populate the NAT mapping table with new passing_IP addresses. 
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A.    Switching Process 

The overall switching process in the proposed model is presented in Fig. 4.11. In Step 1, 

new traffic flow arrives at an OpenFlow switch, which gives way to Step 2, wherein the switch 

compares header information with its NAT mapping table to identify a matching real_IP address. 

If no matching address is found, the switch forwards the packet to the controller. If a matching 

address is found, the switch verifies whether the address stored inside the packet is a real_IP or a 

passing_IP. A real_IP indicates a new connection, which requires the switch to execute Step 3 and 

alter the packet’s header by replacing the real_IP address with a passing_IP address. In Step 4, 

because both addresses are known by the switch, it uses the real_IP to find a matching entry from 

the flow table. If a matching entry is found, the switch executes the required action associated with 

the matching entry; otherwise, it forwards the packet to the controller to obtain instructions. If a 

switch is the last hop in a route, then the forwarding instructions provided by the controller indicate 

a requirement for the switch to replace the passing_IP address with the real_IP address, which can 

help the destination to recognize the sender. 

 

Figure 4.11. Overall Switching Process 
4.4 Evaluation  

In this section, we evaluate the behavior of the proposed self-routing model and provide a 

preliminary test of the controller effort in terms of the communication load on the controller. The 
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main objective of this study is to enable a self-routing infrastructure and reduce the interaction 

between the controller and the network devices. 

We implement a testbed network for the self-routing model by modifying the typical 

components of the SDN controller and OpenFlow switches, as well as by enhancing additional 

features that enable the main controller to create route_key numbers and provide a stack of labels; 

this is done while enabling the OpenFlow switches to pull labels from the stack, apply the 

authentication process, and populate the flow table by using the label’s content. Our testbed for 

the self-routing model is built using Python. The evaluated network is composed of one controller 

connected to a random set of network devices between 2 and 20 switches which is arbitrarily 

selected as the increase in the number will not affect the results. We assume that the source and 

destination addresses of all arriving flows are different, which means that for each arriving flow, 

the controller interaction should take place. We also assume that the controller and each OpenFlow 

switch have zero delay buffers, and the rate of initial arriving packets of traffic is up to 20,000 new 

arriving flows. We consider the route processing function as the only task performed by the 

controller. We also assume that using a stack of labels will add a small overhead to the first packet 

of each traffic flow by approximately 63 to 700 bytes. 

4.5 Experimental Results and Discussion 

In this experimental, we measure the impact of enabling a self-routing infrastructure on the 

controller effort, and we compare the results between the typical SDN-based network and the 

proposed model. Fig. 4.12 illustrates the comparison results based on the controller effort. In the 

traditional SDN, the controller needs to interact with all switches (between 2 and 20 switches) 

involved in the provided route, whereas in the proposed model, the controller needs to interact 
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with only the first switch that received the new flow and the last switch that is directly connected 

with the destination end host. 

 
Figure 4.12. Measurements of the controller effort 

According to the experimental results, a significant decrease of approximately 85% is 

shown in the amount of interaction between the controller and the network devices. These results 

confirm that using the first packet of each traffic flow to apply a self-routing technique can 

successfully help distribute SDN entries among the network devices and reduce controller effort. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the small overhead increase in the size of traffic flows leads to a 

more significant decrease in SDN controller effort, which we consider as more crucial. 

C.    Implementation of a Monitoring Model 

In this section, a preliminary implementation of the monitoring scheme was made to test 

the design idea and evaluate its impact. In order to enhance the monitoring feature, we set up an 

SDN-network testbed, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. We connected several hosts as load generators to 
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OpenFlow switches using different packet sizes to transmit consecutive packets to different 

destination nodes. First, we installed wiretap monitoring devices [56] so that the packets leaving 

any switch toward the next hub location could be monitored by these devices. The monitoring 

devices were used to send traffic information to the monitoring unit to identify the main potential 

source of transferring anomalies. Then, we created a behavior monitoring unit that aims to analyze 

traffic information in order to verify the status of the communication links and observe if the 

behavior of traffic is as expected for its intended purpose. 

The infrastructure of the network we are protecting contains the following components:  

• 1 SDN controller connected to 10 OpenFlow-enabled switches. 

• 20 communication links, with limited capacities, connecting to 10 switches.  

• 35 hosts generating traffic over the network. 

• 40 wiretap monitor devices installed in each of the two sides of every link. 

A random sequence of packets, generated by the different hosts, were transmitted from one 

switch to another toward their destinations while two of the switches misbehaved and did not 

follow commands provided by the controller. Wiretap monitor devices were then installed so that 

we could monitor the entire traffic, identify our main potential source of transferring anomalies by 

validating the behavior of the transferring data, and verify the status of the communication links. 

D.    Traffic Validation Process 

The validation process is performed in three steps:  

1. The monitoring devices send information about the packets traveling through each 

link to the behavior monitoring unit. 

2. The behavior monitoring unit receives and analyzes this information to validate and 

confirm that all traffic flows are recognized and each is behaving as expected by 
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following the required routing instructions and arriving within a specific, assigned 

time period.  

3. If traffic anomalies are detected, which means that the information of one of the 

current network behavior stored data does not match any of the information stored 

in the typical network behavior storage that have been previously processed by the 

controller, then the behavior monitoring unit communicates with the controller to 

report mismatching with details about this flaw for further actions. 

To ensure a trusted traffic behavior, the behavior monitoring unit applies a validation 

algorithm based on predefined network behavior criteria so that it can effectively analyze the entire 

transmitted traffic, detect the misbehavior in the traffic quickly, and report to the SDN controller 

accordingly. 

E.    Implementation of an MTD-Based Technique 

This section details our development of a preliminary model to use as a basis in evaluating 

the overall proposed approach. To apply the MTD feature, we create an SDN-based testbed that 

contains one SDN controller and 20 interconnected OpenFlow-enabled switches, in addition to 

several connected end-hosts, each with an identical IP address. The goal of creating this network 

is to guarantee that end-hosts can communicate with each other while using fake IP addresses in 

communication links. We then construct an MTD unit that generates random passing_IP addresses 

for any IP address contained in an arriving packet that is used to identify flows over communication 

links. 

F.    Random IP Generation Process 

When a new traffic flow arrives at an OpenFlow switch and the controller generates and 

distributes routing entries to switches involved in the operation, the controller sends a copy of the 
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processed IP addresses, along with a list of switches that are expected to receive packets carrying 

these addresses, to the MTD unit. The MTD unit accordingly generates random passing_IP 

addresses for each source IP and destination IP and distributes these addresses to the involved 

switches. Each passing_IP address and its corresponding real_IP are stored in the NAT mapping 

table of each switch. At the end of the communication between two parties, the controller sends a 

request to the MTD unit for the replacement of the old passing_IP addresses with new ones to 

render the former unusable. 

F.    Evaluation of the MTD-Based Technique 

Network attackers rely on previous knowledge to initiate their attacks; we thus develop our 

model in a way that enables it to continuously replace all IP addresses that have been previously 

used to identify packets that travel along communication links. At this point, if any leakage occurs 

at communication links and at passing_IP addresses used to initiate a connection with any party, 

network devices will fail to recognize these addresses because of the continuous update coming 

from the MTD unit. If an attacker redeems traffic data, he will not be able to find the real source 

and destination. We design this model to protect real_IP addresses from being uncovered by 

attackers and evaluate the efficiency of a protection framework, but it is equally applicable to the 

protection of any other sensitive data, such as MAC addresses. 

4.6 Summary  

In this study, we propose a new technique for SDN that enables a self-routing network 

infrastructure. The main goal of this model is to reduce controller interaction by decreasing the 

number of entries distributed by the controller. This is achieved by affixing a stack of routing 

labels to the first packet of each arriving new traffic flow. The routing labels are used as a 

forwarding index that specifies the next hop. Each switch use relies on the stack of routing labels 
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to determine the output port for each traffic flow. Finally, we create a simulated testbed network 

that generates traffic flows emulating real network traffic, and we evaluate the possibility and 

efficiency of the proposed self-routing technique. The evaluation results support that the controller 

interaction with the network devices is reduced by approximately 85%, which indicates a 

significant improvement in controller effort. For future research, we plan to work on increasing 

the complexity of the switch_key, route_key, and on the authentication process to ensure a higher 

level of reliability.  

We believe that our model offers a significant improvement, allowing the SDN controller 

to run more efficiently while guaranteeing the infrastructure is completely following the provided 

instructions. In this work, we also designed a basic links monitoring framework that ensures that 

the behavior of the traffic flows is following the instructions processed by the controller. 

According to our preliminary implementation, we show a successful case in deploying a links 

monitoring framework in our network and we hope that the SDN controller will be supported 

enough by having more trust in its operations.  

In addition, we introduced a security model that has potential to protect communication 

messages traveling between different end-hosts. It is designed to achieve data transmission using 

random fake IP addresses to prevent the exposure of information on sources and destinations in 

transmitted messages. The model also periodically changes random passing_IP addresses with new 

ones, thus preventing intruders from using previous fake addresses to initiate their attacks. We 

believe that the model increases the privacy of network end-users and allows communication links 

to execute data transmission using fake identities. This work will be further extended to improve 

the protection of sensitive data while being processed by a network device. 
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For future work, we expect to bring more details about the communication protocol and 

storage structure in addition to more details about experimental studies. More considerations need 

to be covered when the behavior monitoring unit is attacked. We must assume that an attacker 

could have full knowledge of the methodology used by the behavior monitoring unit and how to 

access to its source code and will use this knowledge to learn how to attack the monitor and prevent 

it from showing real monitoring results. This assumption can complicate the design of the traffic 

behavior monitoring, and we are working on other studies to protect network resources by applying 

different security techniques, such as Moving Target Defense, to enhance trust in the network 

resources. 
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CHAPTER 5   

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS  

5.1 Concluding Remarks 

SDN is a promising paradigm that simplifies the organization of data communications, 

facilitates the evolution of computer networking, and provides a flexible foundation for absorbing 

the potential requirements of future network changes. In this research, we investigate the current 

state of SDN research and examine how utilizing controller centrality can enable relying on other 

network components to improve the performance of the controller in terms of service time, 

scalability, load, and effort. The main objective of this research is to improve the overall network 

performance by enabling efficient collaboration between the controller and the network 

infrastructure.  

The theoretical outcome is a set of novel methods for improving the overall controlling 

capabilities of SDN. The contribution of this research involves introducing assistant switches, edge 

controllers, and self-routing traffic flows for alleviating the controller’s burden and improving its 

processing efficiency. For experimental examination and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed methods, we implemented a simulated SDN-based network to experiment and evaluate 

the proposed methods. The results of the experiments show significant improvement in the 

controlling performance, including a more than 30% decrease in controller effort, a 45% decrease 

in bandwidth usage, and up to a 29% decrease in controller response time.  

We first introduced assistant switches for software-defined networks to complement the 

controller's functions by utilizing available network switches to act as assistant switches. The main 

goal of this technique is to improve the scalability and capacity of the controller and reduce its 

effort. Thereafter, we implemented a simulated software-defined network to evaluate the 
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efficiency of the proposed technique. Our results showed that the application of assistant switches 

can significantly improve the controller effort, entry transmission delay, and total service time. 

Secondly, we proposed another technique called “edge controlling,” which combines edge 

computing with SDN to improve the controller’s performance. The main idea behind this 

technique is to bring the computing and storage services within the proximity of network switches, 

which can decrease the load on the main SDN controller. The simulation results demonstrate that 

the proposed model can significantly alleviate the load on the main SDN controller while 

maintaining lower latency between the switches and controllers. 

Finally, we introduced a self-routing technique to software-defined networking. It aims to 

decrease the amount of data distributed by the controller. The main idea behind this model is to 

utilize the existing transmitted data between switches to deliver SDN entries by affixing a stack of 

routing labels to the first packet of each arriving new traffic flow. The evaluation results of this 

model showed controller interaction with the network switches is reduced by approximately 85٪, 

indicating a significant improvement in controller effort.  

 

5.2 Future Recommendations  

In future works, we believe that collaboration between SDN controllers and network 

devices can dramatically improve the centralized controlling architecture. Not all SDN controlling 

operations require a global view and large storage.  

For the assistant switches approach: We believe that the proposed assistant switches 

model can contribute toward increasing the collaboration between the SDN layers, and we expect 

to explore and develop more methods of collaboration to enrich SDN centrality. 
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For the edge controlling framework: We believe that the proposed edge controlling 

model can be extended to support more than one SDN controller, with the aim to address some of 

the major issues associated with distributed architectures. 

For the self-routing infrastructure: The rationale behind the proposed self-routing 

approach is not limited to the utilization of communication links. We believe that this approach is 

applicable to other network elements. Moreover, we plan to work on increasing the complexity of 

the authentication process to ensure a higher level of reliability. 
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